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Tropics: 

Figure and Narrative in William Golding's Sea Trilogy 

"For my Conversation, it is like the Sun's" 1 

That Golding's excellent sea trilogy (Rites ef Passage [1980], Close Quarters [1987], and Fire 
Down Below [1989]) is also about language will not surprise anyone who is familiar with 
it . The narrator Talbot himself, when he gives a one-sentence summary of his narrative, 
calls it an "account of Edmund Talbot's journey to the ends of the earth and his 
attempt to learn Tarpaulin." 2 That is, whatever "meaning" we finally choose to impose 
on the narrative of the voyage, it will have to reckon with what the narrator's remark 
suggests: his experiences, ordeals, and insights ( obviously the source of any possible 
"meaning" of the story) cannot be separated from his linguistic enterprise. 

The trilogy's deep interest in language is reflected in a number of ways: the text 
is concerned with various verbal or non-verbal systems of representation (theatre, 
painting, poetry, nautical language), with the ability of language to represent the world, 
with moments of extreme linguistic strain when the narrator is faced with phenomena 
that defy verbal rendering, with language as the means and litmus of social existence. 
Golding's text, however, is not just yet another clever and self-conscious postmodern 
critique of referentiality; what the trilogy explores is our inevitable implication rather 

1 Sir Thom as Browne, &ligio Medici (London: Dent, 1959) p. 81 
2 William Golding, Fin: Down Below (London: faber, 1990) p. 310. The volumes of the trilogy will hereafter 
be referred to parenthetically as ROP (Rites ef Passage, London : Faber , 1982), CQ (Close Quarters, London: 
faber, 1988), and r7JB (Fire Down Be/01v). 
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than imprisonment in language: the text turns with an anthropological interest towards 
the issue of what it means to exist in/by/through language, to the ways we are using 
and are being used by language. I have written elsewhere 3 about some crucial aspects of 
all this in more detail, primarily about the consequences of the use of Tarpaulin words 
in the text, about the blurred boundaries between language and metalanguage, and 
about the workings of the slippages between and within metalinguistic terms 
("translation," "metaphor," "passage," "transport" etc. are all caught up in a 
metaphorical chain where their figurative use is a "translation" - that is, a metaphor -
of metalinguistic meanings into the non-verbal realm). In what follows I shall explore 
some of the implications of this "linguistic" universe concerning the trilogy's imagery, 
figurativity and narrative logic. 

GONE HOM E 

For Talbot, who rather fancies him self as a wit, the absolut e control of the verbal 
medium is an essential constituent of his cosmic sense of superiori ty; languag e is "so 
habitual as to be unnoticeable" (FDB 89), or rather, the fact that he notices it, playing 
and punning with it as he pleases, is a mark of his supremacy. Talbot's extreme verbal 
self-consciousness is not a sign of doubt or estrangement, but a symptom of excessive 
self-confidence, an excess or overflow of a mastery confident that there is nothing it 
cannot do with/to language, a sign of an awareness of the stellar distance separating 
him from all the other inhabitants of the ship. It is only natural that his primary aim in 
the course of the voyage is to learn Tarpaulin, "to become wholly master of the sea 
affair" (ROP 6). Talbot is aware that his unassailable authority might suffer unless he 
becomes master (another word for captain) of the ship, a world basically unknown to 
him. He is also aware that his becoming master of the sea affair can only be attained by 
the acquisition of the language of the seamen (Tarpaulin). In a sense, he is the 
enlightened coloniser who knows that proficienc y in the language of the natives will 
clinch his supremacy once and for all. 

He duly begins to use his naval dictionary and "conquer" the ship as a verbal 
universe, believing that the learning of Tarpaulin will simply mean an extension of his 
vocabulary into a so far unexplored area, and displays his growing proficienc y in 
passages of a veritable intoxication with the technicalities of Tarpaulin . Yet, instead of 

3 "'You will forgive the figure': Language, Metaphor and Tran slation in William Golding's Rites of Passage," 
British and American Studies (Timisoarn) 2 (1998) pp. 94-102. 
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bringing him the desired mastery, learning the language presents him with a linguistic 
experience of a very different kind. It is obvious from the very first moment that 
Talbot's boarding the ship entails a change (a "sea change") in his experience of 
language. Something "happens" to language aboard the nameless ship; the change is a 
moment of wrenching, a fissure . Language somehow becomes perceptible, getting in the 
W{fJ, revealed as an "object" between ourselves and the world, ourselves and the others. 
Talbot 's puns are not understood, his foreign words, Greek quotations and 
mythological allusions are so man y insults, his fanciful figures are the dead-ends of 
communication rather than its embellishments (see, for instance, ROP 22, 36, 142; FDB 
88); words reveal an unexpected and, what is even more important, uncontrollable 
capacity for ambiguity and polysemy (that is how he unwittingly insults Miss Granham 
- ROP 48-9); frequently he finds himself unable to understand the seamen's language, 
and not because it is full of abstruse technicalities, but because of the undefinable, yet 
all-pervasive a!ienness of the langua ge (the best exampl e is probably the carpenter's 
enigmatic anecdote, ROP 79-80 and, in general, Talbot's vague ly humiliating linguistic 
adventures or tribulations in the underworld of the ship); more and more conversations 
tend to become "metalinguistic," turning on the shades of meaning of a certain word 
or expression, addressing issues of verbal representation or communication ( CQ 170-
81 ), or in various other ways (for instance, Talbot is offered riddles by Summers [ROP 
135] and Tommy Taylor [CQ 278]); certain phrases lose their "meaning" and become 
like physical objects, exchanged among the inhabitants of the ship like currenc y 
("rendering like an old boot," "we are odd like that"\ Language is wrenched from its 

; l,evin :\le Carron, in TIN Coi11tide11re of Opponle.r: /f"''il!ia111 Golding's Lrt a Firlion (Sheffie ld: Sheffield , \cadem ic 
J>ress , 1995, p. 77), claims that the second phra se plays an importan t ro le in the narrative; it is a phra se that 
comes from Ta lbot, and the fact that it gains currencv among the seame n sugges ts that Talbot , coming to 
the end of his initiation ritual, is finally integrated into the wo rld of the ship . The neat interpretation of the 
trilogy as a three -stage initiati on is, I think , contradic ted bv the text ; Talbot is not, cannot be integrated into 
the world o f the ship, not only on accow1t of his personal peccadill oes, bur also becaus e the universe of the 
ship is a world of radical non -inte gration. Incidentally, the phras e ("I'm odd like that") is not Talbo t's: it is 
one of the idiosyncrasies of the Dickensian purser i\fr Jones, used by him in two of his conversations with 
Talbot (C,'Q 166, CQ 260), who then tJUOtes it ironically at :\fr Jone s to teach the purser a lesson (CQ 275); 
the phrase is adopted by he cre,v as a "catch phrase" (277), but there is no e,,iden ce that Talbot is the 
source of tlus "m etalingui stic" usage. Jn fact, inasm uch as Mr Jon es 1s seen as the source of the ship's 
linguistic traffic and commerce, the point 1s probably exact ly that th e phra se has no identifiable origin, it is 
alwavs alread,· circu lating (always alread1· a guote ). i\lr Jones , the purser is the invisible origin or sti ll centr e 
of dmJ/[J/i on in rhe world of the ship , and the phra se that originates with him is inevitab lr a verbal unit , a 
circulatin g coin whose value (meaning) is tota lly effaced: its value 1s its participa tion in the circul ation of 
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position of transparent medium and controllable "playground" and has to be reckoned 
with as an unpredictable presence or agent. At sea, language seems to come into its 
own as an object, vessel, medium of passages (translations) between us and the world, 
an object (like the ship) whose function is to transport, translate, carry over from one 
place to another. To live in the ship is to live in translation, in passage, in the passage or 
translation that language is. 

The paradigmatic figure among the seamen who seems to embody the essential 
experience of being at sea is the halfwitted "ancient midshipman" (CQ 157), Davies, a 
shadowy figure who no longer speaks at all. His only contribution to conversation is 
the circular, interminable song he sometimes chants: "It was the beginning and the end 
of his song. It was the endless end, over and over again" (CQ 160). This is a song that 
does not mean anything, language finally reduced to the level of noise, of sound. It also 
illustrates Davies's narrative situation, as is explained by Mr Askew the gunner: "He's 
the real bottom of he barrel, isn't he? I suppose he might hav e rose to be a lieutenant if 
he'd had luck or a shove up the bum from an admiral. But it don't matter to him now , 
does it? Not what he was or might have become . He's had it all and gone home, sir. H e 
don ' t hear us, isn't here" (CO 160). Davies's position is beyond the possibility of all 
narrative outcomes; he is constantly at sea, constantly in move ment, yet the movement 
is totally devoid of any narrative potential. Askew's central phrase ("gone home" ), as he 
explains to Talbot, is a metaphor: 

He's gone home, like I said. The likes of me, well we' re as hard as the ship's 
bitts never having kn own what it is to have parents and all that gear. But 
Martin [Davies], you see, he could remember his parent s so he has in a 
manner of speaking a home to go home to, I don't really m ean go home but 
when he's like this it' s the same really. 

(CQ 161) 

Davies is the embodiment of the essential homele ssness that the voyage is; 
homelessness is a condition that is invariably a deprivati on, experienced only by those 
who have had something that can be called a home; Askew has always inhabited, mad e 
his home in this homelessness that being at sea turns out to be, but Talbot, like Davi es, 

signs. If Mr Jones, the usurerwho is feared by all is considered to be the centre of the linguistic univer se of 
.the trilogy, his language, th e language onginati,ig with him, is language as tota l (one could say unalloyed) 
usure. Fo r a discu ssion of the metaphorical relationships between linguistic and moneta ry circulation, usage 
and usure, see Derrida , "White Mytho logy: Metaphor in the Text of Philoso ph y" in Margins of Philosop&y, 
trans . J\lan Bass (Herne! H emp stead: Harvester W'heatsheaf, 1982) p. 209-18 . 
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experiences it as a deprivation, a radically new condition of existence. His moment of 
homelessness (or the moment when the voyage is revealed as homelessness) comes 
after Wheeler's suicide, the act that renders his (and Colley's) hutch temporarily 
inhabitable: "It now came to me that I was homeless! What still puzzles me is that I felt 
this strange 'homelessness' more than anything else and had some difficulty in 
restraining my tears" (CQ 264). We have seen that this homelessness is defined in th e 
no vel as a largely linguistic predicament, a state of wrenching and alienation, a 
condition in which langua ge, instead of making the world safely habitable , become s 
"unhomely," "uncanny." J. Hillis Miller finds an inevitable general analogy between 
bein g at sea and linguistic homelessness: 

The state of homeless drifting [in a novel's topograph y] would correspond to 
an uprooted condition of language. In such a condition , the reference of each 
word is only anoth er word, the meaning of that word yet another word, and 
so on. Language moves from word to word in a perpetual drifting, never 
being pinned down to anything outside language. 5 

Miller's analogy is appropriate inasmuch as the narrative indirectnes s ( or lack 
ui u.uection) reflects a linguistic indirection (but, at least in Golding's novel, without the 
oppressive sense of lingui stic claustrophobia); it would seem that, narratively , 
homelessness means the impossibility of arrival. \½en the narrative loses the sense of 
heading towards an arrival, the chain of meaning working on the microlevels of the text 
is also likely to suffer from the same indirection. 1\lso, in Golding's novel, there is 
another, pervasive sense of verbal indirection: the metap hor of translation preside s 
over the text (the address ee of the first part of the journal, the linguistic authority 
reigning over the world, is Talbot' s godfather, the famous translator); words and 
senten ces a.:e misunderstood , messages misdirected , the entire "structure of address" 6 

is affected and deflected . Colley's text, for instance , is originally a letter addressed to his 
sister, but he dies before he could decide whether to send it or not (he himself has 
doubts about the proprie ty o f doing so); the manuscript is snatched from the dead 
man's hutch by Talbot who reads it (becoming the text's first unintended addresse e). 
H e makes the Marlovean decision of not offending the sensibility of a woman with the 

5 J. Hillis Miller, Topographies (Stanfo rd : Stanford University Pres s, 1995) p. 11 
6 Stephen Connor, The English No11el in T-listnry 1950- 1995 (London : Routledge, 1996) p. 158. Co nn or's 
excellent reading of Rites of Passage is centred around instance s o f the "unreliabl e semantic passage of 
meaning" (p. 156) and the cons tant threat of" deflected destination" (p. 157). 
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contents of the text and pastes it into his own journal that is also a letter. Colley's letter, 
thus, ends up as part of a missive to someone he had never met. Besides, the godfather 
is dead by the time the journal could reach him, so Talbot finds himself in the 
interesting position of facilitating the passage of a text from one dead person to 
another. The letter's "home" is not its destination, arrival, but its deflection, its moment 
or process of passage, that is, Talbot's text itself. 

This linguistic homelessness involves another sense of "indirection" or rather 
indirectness : the sea is the place where the passage from signifier to signified is not a 
direct line. Naming is not direct, literal, but improper, indirect, figurative. We shall see 
the reasons for this in the figurative logic of the trilogy, but the text offers a narrative 
metaphor as well: when Summers instructs Talbot about the "advised course for a ship 
between one point and another" (CQ 173), he tells him that ships normally do not 
"take the direct route" (174). Nor do words and names: the linguistic world of the 
trilogy is a world of figures (metaphors, translations , carry-overs), a world where the 
border between the literal and the figurative is dissolved in a general sense of 
indirectness and indirection. The sea is a place where, for instance, and this is another 
symptom of the general "mobility" of language , dead metaphors are unexpectedl y 
resuscitated - as Talbot realises in a memorable metalinguistic passage that once again 
connects the movement of the ship and the movement of meaning . Early in Close 
Quarters, the ship is lamed by an accident : it is "taken aback" by a sudden change in the 
direction of the wind. Talbot, familiar only with the figurative (that is, for him, literal) 
meaning of the phrase, is fascinated by the linguistic implications of the occurrence: 

\'\'hat a language is ours, how diver se, how direct in indirection, how 
completely, and, as it were, unconsciously metaphorical! I was reminded of 
my years of turning English ver se into Latin or Greek and the necessity of 
finding some plain statement which would convey the sense of what the 
English poet had wrapped in the brilliant obscuration of figures! 

(CQ 25) 

The passage is organised around three dichotomie s: that of dead and alive, 
direct and indirect, illumination and occlusion (the latter two oppositions rhetorically 
subverted in oxymorons). Talbot realises that an expression which he has been usin g 
automatically as literal, direct, is in fact a metaphorical ( catachretical ) borrowin g from , 
of all things, Tarpaulin. Talbot discovers a dead metaphor in his own language by 
commg across the same phrase as a literal expr ession (the earlier form of "taken 
aback," thu s, is not a live metap hor but a literal expression). Discoverin g a "dead 
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metaphor," or identifying an innocuous phrase as a dead (already powerless) metaphor 
thus paradoxically but automatically entails the resuscitating of the phrase, or rather the 
returning of it to the moment of/before its "death"; the phrase can now be seen as 
dead, something that is not possible in the case of non-metaphorical, direct, proper 
linguistic units . It is the metaphor of death that introduces the po ssibility of a, perhaps 
past, life for a piece of language, and, consequently, of the personification of language: 
the diagnosis of (metaphorical) death is the, as it were, posthumous bestowal of 
(metaphorical) life. It is via a metaphor ("dead") that the possibility of personifying 
(certain bits of) languag e is born (identifying a metaphor as dead implies that it had 
once been alive, that is, it has gone through the process of dying which is the 
prerogative of living things), and this creates the possibility for the extension of the 
death-life figurativity which dominates the passage: metaphor (carrying-over), because 
of its implication in the figurative logic of death and life, put s Talbot in mind of 
translation (carrying-over), from a live to a dead language. Dead languages are defined 
as languages of directness ("plain statements"), languages devoid of the possibility, not 
of metaphoricity, but of this experience of resuscitation. "Now here was metaphor 
come across at its origin" (25). What he is talking about, then, is not just the rebirth but 
the birth (origin) of metaphors - and this is what is really deni ed to dead languages. 
Dead languages lack their "seas" and "Tarpaulins," places, or times, as it were, before 
the forking of the literal and the figurative, the proper and the metaphorical. The sea 
(Tarpaulin) is not really the place wh ere dead metaphors are still alive, but the place 
where words still contain the potentiality of being transform ed into metaphors. 
Tarpaulin, then, is not an earlier state of language, a lost semantic and referential utopia 
of unequivocalness, 7 but a place where language reveals a "sec ret life" largely 

7 McCarron suggests that Tarpaulin is, even if not a "language of unequivocal relationships," with no scope 
for ambi guity and duplicity, "consi derably less amenable to ambiguity than any othe r form of discours e 
within the novels" (p. 83). It is obv ious, however, that Tarpaulin is itself rich in dead me taphors and 
catachre scs ("shoe," "heel," "petticoa ts" etc .), and that the seamen' s language is full of figurative 
expression s (e.g. Tomm y Ta ylor [ROP 39], Mr ,\ skew [ROP 79], ;-,1r Gibbs [ROP 81]). Tarpaulin cannot 
feature as a referential ut opia that is "stripped of all symbolic ambiguity becau se it has to serv e a specific 
practical end" Qacques Berthoud, "Introdu ction" to The Nigg,:r o/ 'Narcisms', Oxfor d: Oxford University 
Pres s, 1995, p . xxiv), as a "tec hnical language" that is "an instrnm ent wrought into perfection by ages of 
experience ." (Joseph Conrad, The Afirror o/ the Sea and A Personal Record, Oxford : Oxfor J Univer sity Pr ess, 
1996, p. 13. Calling langu age an "instrnment " cou lJ be the first step in a Heideggerian readin g of the 
process whereby language becomes an ann oyingly noticeabl e, alien, uncanny "thing" during the voyage.) 
Tarpaulin is, rather, an ultim ately subversiv e marine supplement of mainland English, a "foreign language " 
that, how ever, is revealed to always have been inside "plain" English, as its constantl y resurfacin g condition. 
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independent of its users . This discovery is an essential part of Talbot's linguistic 
"homelessness," which is, after all, not entirely oppressive and claustrophobic, but has 
much in it of the necessary "achieved" homelessness of an existentialist sdf-discovery. 

In Rites of Passage, Talbot attempts to overcome his sense of homelessness by 
inserting between himself and the alien world of the ship Falconer's marine dictionary 
- not realising that thereby the sense of homelessness is not diminished but increased, 
that the essential sense of homelessness is the contagious presence of the logic of 
dictionaries: words have to be explained by other words that in turn require an 
explanation, and so on until all the words are caught up in the chain that blurs the 
distinction between language and metalanguage. Doctor Johnson was very much aware 
of the lexicographer's plight:: "And such is the fate of hapless lexicography, that not 
only darkness, but light, impedes and distresses it." 8 

I saw that one CntJtiiry only gave occasion to another, that book referred to 
book, that to search was not always to find, and to find was not always to be 
informed; and thus to pursue perfection, was, like the first inhabitants of 
Arcadia, to chase the sun, which, when they had reached the hill where he 
seemed to rest, was still beheld at the same distance from.9 

Doctor Johnson's parable of the lexicographer is curiously like Hillis Miller's 
story of man in search of meaning in a drifting world, let alone narratives of the 
transcendental signified and the endlessly floating or slipping signifier. Besides all this, 
its central metaphor ("chasing the sun") offers a picturesque parable of the figurative 
structure that dominates Golding's trilogy: the cluster of figures involving the 
luminaries of the narrated world. One could say that the world of a narrative is 
' ~stablished" when the stable centre, the light-giving still point of the world is 
"named," when the source of the light that will illuminate the world is positioned. It is 
this scene that I shall read now - a scene that is, incidentally, marked by the silent 
presence of the ancient midshipman, the figure of homelessness. 

8 Samuel Johnson, "Preface to the English Dictionaty," Prose and Poetry, ed. Mona Wilson (London: Rupert 
hart-Davis, 1950) p. 310. 
9 Samuel Johnson, p.317 
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SHOOTING THE SUN 

When, early in the first volume, Edmund Talbot is taken on a tour of the ship that is 
his abode during the voyage to the antipodes, he jestingly asks his guide, midshipman 
Willis, to give an account of his knowledge. Fired by what seems to be naive pride, 
\Villis enumerates all his nautical skills, adding that he also knows how "to shoot the 
sun" (ROP 35). As is his habit, Talbot begins to twist and turn the sentences of his 
rather simple interlocutor, not forgetting to involve and revitalise Willis' unconsciously 
used metaphorical phrase: "But what is the composition of the powder that enables 
you to shoot the sun and should you not be careful lest you damage the source of light 
and put the day out?" (35). What Talbot does here is a simple literalisation of a 
figurative expression; he knows what the expression means, thus this rhetorical flourish 
- as is so often the case in the first volume - is a way of asserting his (verbal) authority 
by involving a nautical technical term in his self-conscious punning. When Willis tells 
him that shooting the sun, that is, taking an observation ( establishing the position of 
the ship with a sextant) is an activity that is repeated by several officers on each 
occasion, Talbot elaborates his conceit: "I see. You do not merely shoot the sun. You 
subject him to a British Broadside! I shall watch with interest and perhaps take a hand 
in shooting the sun too as we roll round him" (36). 111 The end of the above sentence 
triggers off the second stage of involving the sun in a play of metaphors: ''You could 
not do that, sir - answers \Villis. - We wait here for the sun to climb up the sky and we 
measure the angle when it is greatest and take the time too" (36). In his reply, Talbot 
invokes the authority of Galileo, Copernicus, and Kepler, claiming that the sun's 
trajectory is only an apparent movement, but the young midshipman sticks to his 
version: "Sir, I do not know how the sun may behave among those gentleman ashore 
but I know that he climbs up the sky in the Royal Navy" (37). 

10 One of the participants of the ritual is midshipman Davies, who, however, cannot read his sextant - he is 
unable to shoot the sun. After the ceremony, Talbot sees him descend into the underworld of the ship, 
"going away with a slow and broken motion for all the world like a stage apparition returning to the tomb" 
(ROP 39). The metaphorical link that connects Davies to the sun and to death at the same time is 
strengthened in a later remark: "in bright sunlight [Davies] looks more decayed than ever" (ROP 104). This 
metaphorical linkage is one of those instances of semantic residue or excess (\v11ecler's case will be 
discussed in some detail later) that constitute an irreducible block for any systematic interpretation of the 
trilogy. 
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Th e episode is a typical example of Talbot 's verbal behaviour (he also baffle s 
Willis by quoting some ancient Greek and by one of those fanciful metaphors that 
invariably prove to be stumbling block s in his conversations with the seamen - 34, 36): 
his self-conscious punning and figurin g is one of the ways of asserting his abso lute 
supe riori ty over his interlocut ors by demonstrating his erudition and wit. On the other 
hand, som ething m ore is at stake in this conversation; the scene with \X!illis is 
important in establi shing th e wo rld ("world") of the trilogy. Why is the sun introduced 
in this way? What is the sun in this ep isode - and in the nar rated world? These 
questions are all the more imp ortant since Rites of Pas.rage is, as it were, presided ov er by 
the sun: Colley 's final humiliation that leads to his eventual death takes plac e "u nder 
our vertic al sun" (ROP 105), Co lley's journa l is full of references to the awfulness and 
majesty of the sun, and Talb ot's closin g remark definitively locate s the nar rated world 
under the aegis of the two luminaries: "\'(/jth lack of sleep and too much und erstan ding 
I grow a little crazy, I think , like all men at sea who live too close to each o ther and too 
close ther eby to all that is monstro us under the sun and moon" (ROP 278). 

The first no teworth y thing in this conte xt is that the sun is intro duc ed into the 
world of the novel as the "sun, " that is, as a word rather than its refe renr: "sun" is a 
central word, not only becau se it name s the central object of what was then the 
universe, but also because it may be ·viewed as a kind of refere ntial utopia, as a master-
wor d, the exemplary stable plac e in language , a place that is dev oid of ambiguity and 
unequivocalness, "whose ref erent ha s the originality of always bein g original, at least in 
the repres enta tion we give of it. There is only one sun in thi s system. Th e prop er nam e, 
here, is the nonm etap horic al prime mover of metaphor, the father of all figures. 
Everything turns arou nd it, everyt hing turns toward it."ll It is inter esting , th erefor e, to 
see (althou gh seeing is perhaps not the right word here) what happens to the "su n" in a 
novelistic wor ld that is so emphatically "under" it, exposed to its ( or "his" ) rays. First 
of all, thi s piece of perfect literaln ess and univocity that the "sun " is begins by being 
enta ngled in a metaphor - what is mor e, a metaph or that thre atens this stable sou rce of 
light, Logos and meaning with extincti on. The sun makes its first appearance only to be 
shot - and this is a striking metaph or; although \X!illis claims that even landlub ber s 
know wha t the expr ession means, he means landlubbers of the early 19th centur y: if the 
metaphor appea red to be dead for Talb ot, it is, I think, very much alive for us . The sun 
is not really part of the metaphor (the metaphorical word is "to shoot" which means 
"to take aim at som eth ing with an inst rume nt"), but it is entang led in it: if it (he) can be 
metaphorically shot, than it (he) becomes part of a metaphorical chain involving 

11 Derri da, p. 243. 
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objects and creatures that can be shot (a bottle, a bird - like the albatross -, or a human 
being). The sun thus finds itself in an analogical relation with a number of other items; 
that is, it cannot evade the fate of all such terms, that of being caught up in a 
metaphorical relation, where "everything begins to function no longer as a sun, but as a 
star." The name of the sun "is no longer the proper name of a unique thing which 
metaphor would overtake,"12 but an at least partly "improper" (figurative) name already 
caught up in the play of metaphor. 

The introduction of the sun, then, establishes the world of the novel as an 
emphatically verbal, linguistic universe where even the central object of this world is a 
word, and then, by involving this ,vord in a metaphor before it could appear as a 
proper name, institutes this universe as a world of unstable, metaphorical chains and 
slippings. The second metaphor that invoh·es the sun ("the sun climbs") goes one step 
further: it is not just that the metaphor (error) is not recognised as such by \'villis, but 
also that its semantic aspect recalls .\ristotle's arguments (and Talbot remains a staunch 
Aristotelian up to the n1iddle of the second volume, and probably throughout) about 
the "impropriety" of the name of the sun. 

He who has stated that it is a property of the sun to be "the brightest star that 
moves above the earth" has employed in the property something of a kind 
which is comprehensible only by sensation, namelr "moving above the earth"; 
and so the properly of the sun would not have been correctly assigned, for it 
will not be manifest, when the sun sets, whether it is still moving above the 
earth, because sensation then fails us_ll 

"Literal naming - claims J. Hillis J\Iiller - is possible only of things which are 
open to the senses, phenornenologically perceptible, especially available to eyesight" 14: 

and the sun cannot fulfil this criterion for two reasons: first, we cannot see its celestial 
movement in its entirety, therefore part of the name we give it will be based on 
conjecture and not on perception; and second, because we cannot, strictly speaking, 
look at the sun. E,·en though it provides the possibility of seeing, by looking at it one 
would see nothing or be blinded. 15 "The sun is not one of those things we encounter, 
sec, and know 'under the sun.' The 'sun' can therefore only be named in figure, veiled 
or misted in metaphor, covered by a word or ,vords which serve as a protection against 

12 Dcrrida, p. 243 
1
' (Juotcd in J. ! I ill is Miller. 'fhl' L1-,1gw.1!ir 11Iome11/ (l'rinccton- Princeton Lnt,cr,it ,· Press. 1985) p. 4:20 

14 \!illcr, (I krnel I lernp,tcad: I brn·stcr \\11cat,hc·af. r· '.217 
l',-rt,mn,,rn·,•1p 217. 
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the danger of blinding ... Any name for the 'sun' is a kind of blank space in the 
syntax." 16 The first metaphor, thus, implies that the 'sun,' instead of standing supremely 
apart from the essential figurativity of language, is inevitably caught up in its 
metaphorical processes, whereas the second goes much further and identifies the 'sun' 
as the paradigmatic case of a name that is always already metaphorical: if the sun is the 
basis of the world in the sense that it makes possible vision, knowledge and truth, this 
basis is already the exemplary case of figurativity, verbal "impropriety." The 'sun', then, 
is a strange word, pulled apart by the fact that it is exemplary in two opposing senses: 

The trajectory of the sun, its rising and setting, its alternate visibility and 
invisibility, has been since before Aristotle a paradigm, perhaps the most basic 
paradigm, both for truth, aletheia in its veiling and unveilin g, and for metaphor 
in its covert dependence on catachresis, the figurative naming of that which 
has no literal name. 17 

Golding's trilogy is, among other things, a novel about tropes - about the 
tropological, figurative nature of the way we make sense of the world. It is the sun that 
makes this world visible, and the sun itself is made invisible by the text; the sun, this sun, 
defines the visibility of the metaphors in the narrated world, in two senses: if all 
metaphors (and tropes) are heliotropes (as Derrida and Miller think they are), 18 this 
means two things: the founding metaphor of the world is the sun-metaphor (metaphor 
of the sun), "the turning movement of the sun," 19 which is a meta-trope, likening the 
passage of meaning implied in a metaphorical transfer to the turning of the sun, and 
every metaphor (passage, translation) of the novelistic world is somehow illuminated, 
inseminated by the sun, and turns toward the sun (heliotropes) like the "climbing 
plants" (ROP, p. 159) in Captain Anderson's private paradise . The sun, this tutelary and . 
originary source of light in the novel, disseminates its light in a world which, in order to 
be visible, has to be metaphorical. "Shooting the sun" means, in the context of the 
trilogy, "making the sun invisible," "returning the sun to its original invisibili ty," 
acknowledging the originary invi sibility (and therefore figurativity) of the source of light 
and truth: "each time there is sun, metaphor has begun." 20 

ir, Miller, Tropes, Parables, Performatives, p. 217. 
17 Miller, The Linguistic Moment, p. 141. 
18 See Derrida, p. 251 and Miller, The LinluiJtic Moment, p. 142. 
19 Derrida, p. 251. 
20 Derrida, p. 251. 
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The episode that features the two heliotropic metaphors goes on to describe 
the actual ceremony of "shooting the sun" when it has "climbed" to its greatest height. 
As can be expected, Talbot is granted a memorable insight, enlightenment, illumination 
in the light of the invisible sun: watching the solemn proceedings and the awestruck 
spectators (the "common" emigrants who live in the fore part of the ship, who, unlike 
clever Talbot, do not understand what is going on), he sees "such concepts as 'duty,' 
'privilege,' 'authority' in a new light . They moved out of books, out of the schoolroom 
and university into the broader scenes of daily life" (ROP 38). His insight (revelation) is 
twofold, and doubly figurati ve, as it should indeed be in the light of this sun. On the 
one hand, he sees the common sailors and passengers as characters in a personification 
allegory, but in an oblique way: the abstract categories ("duty," "privilege" and 
"authority") belong to him not to them; they are his duty, and it is insights like this one 
that grant him the "privilege" and "authority" over them. On the other hand, and this 
is a different figurative readin g of the same scene, this is the first event that is called 
"r ite" (37) by him - the ritual of shooting, instead of, say, propitiating, the sun. The 
rite is performed by the officers and watched by the simple folks as if they were 
attending "a religious service" (38). "You might be inclined to think as I did that the 
glittering instruments were their Mumbo Jumbo. Indeed, Mr Davies's ignorance and 
Mr Taylor's defective instrument were feet of clay; but I felt they might have a 
justifiable faith in some of the older officers!" (38). This scene of solar revelation is 
paradigmatic for another reason. It could be argued that Talbot is trying to occupy or 
usurp here what he considers to be the position of the sun: he is watching the 
ceremony as well as the spectators, himself wrapped in the sublime outside-ness of his 
immobility. He is the source of light (e.g. knowledge about the source of light) and 
rev eals the truth of the world narrated by him, always standing apart, trying to keep a 
distance that is solar in its absoluteness. This is how he behaves in connectio.n with 
Colley's ordeal, careful not to be caught up in the dangerous , infectious metaphorical 
slippings of that story. His first encounter with Colley is a little parable of his later 
(verbal) attitude: poor seasick Colley stumbles into Talbot and "befouls" his oilskins, 
but "a heave, shudder and convenient spout of mixed rain and sea cleaned him ojJ me" 
(ROP 16; italics mine). 

The fact that he is inextricably involved in, to some extent even responsibl e for 
what happens to the clergyman is indicated, among other things, by the rhetorical 
develop ments in Close Quarters where Talbot is caught up in the metaphorical slippages 
of the world, becoming Colley in man y ways (this is an example of how the moral issue s 
raised by the novel are inextricably involved in the verbal and metalinguistic process es). 
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Perhaps it is not too fanciful to suggest that Talbot the narrator starts out as king Sol, 
the sun that is a proper name for a motionless source of light - that is, Talbot ignores 
the narrative, linguistic, social and moral consequences of the Copernican turn he 
himself invokes; besides, by entangling the 'sun' in a metaphorical play before it could 
become a proper name, Talbot actually undermines his own narrative position, because 
he continues to use language as if it were under the tutelage of sun as the exemplary 
proper name; if he is a sun (that is, perhaps, why he is so eager to participate in 
shooting his rival), he is the 'sun' that he himself involves in the slippery world 
"below," even if he remains blissfully unaware of this. We could probably suggest that 
Talbot ends as a lunar storyteller, aware that telling a story is not the revelation of truth 
but the transmutation of the world. All this, of course, cannot be "true" properly 
speaking, partly because of the way truth (the light of truth) is conceived of in the 
narrated world, and partly because this conception implies an altogether too neat 
narrative of development. 

The sun plays a central role in Robert Colley's narrative as well, and its (his) 
configuration illustrates the differences between their (Talbot's and Colley's, that is) 
tropes and use of language generally. Colley's first mention of the sun - in the course 
of his jubilant description of the "oceanic paradise" - is also a figure: "The sunlight is 
warm and like a natural benediction" (ROP 187). The metaphor implied here identifies 
the sun as the one who grants the benediction of light, the source and giver of light, 
and this idea is elaborated in a later passage: "the sun lays such a lively hand on us! \'v'e 
must beware of him lest he strike us down! I am conscious even as I sit here at my desk 
of a warmness about my checks that has been occasioned by his rays!" (189). This is an 
elaborate figure, too, but very different from Talbot's: the personified sun appears as an 
agent (representative both in a political and a semiotic sense) of divine power (love and 
wrath), an actor in the spiritual ordeal into which Colley has imaginatively transformed 
the voyage. The semiotic relationship that Colley is concerned with is not the one 
between the sun and 'sun,' but that between the sun "itself'' and whatever it "stands 
for." The sun is no longer a metaphor but a symbol (in the Romantic sense of the 
term), 21 partaking of what it represents. Even when he refers to the sun allegorically 

21 Their respective uses of the 'sun' could be seen as part of a more general opposition: much has been 
made of the differences between Talbot's and Colley's diction by a number of critics who ha\"e identified 
Talbot as an :\ugustan and Colle\' as a lZomantic (see J. H. Stape," 'Fiction in the \X'ild, ,\lodern \fanner'· 
:'vletanarrative Gesture in \villiam Colding's To !he End o/!he Ear!h Trilogy," Twe11!ie!h Cl'!l!!tl)' Litm1!//rc 38.2, 
Summer 1992, p. 213; Connor p 154; l\larita Nadal, "William Golding's Rites of \ \Vorld in 
Transition," in Susana Onega, ed., S!ories: anum•1c?,>ro l listmy. I L1!em!urc [ \msrcrdam -
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("king Sol had exerted his full sway" - 225), the celestial orb remains a symbolic 
representative (part) of the disseminated divine presence. Colley's world is a signifying 
universe, where everything is a potential figure of God's grandeur or mercy; everything 
has a spiritual significance, which, however, being by definition unnameable, can only 
be reached through figurative language. This is not a self-conscious use of figures, but 
one that is charged with and enforced by an existential and epistemological stake. For 
Talbot, figures are not catachretic: they do not illuminate new, otherwise unreachable 
aspects of existence, but simply provide different, fanciful and ingenious ways of saying 
or naming things that actually have a proper name; for Colley, figures are an extension 
of language into regions that would otherwise remain unaddressable. There is one more 
difference: Colley simply cannot afford to relegate ( degrade, "sink") the sun to a 
figurative level in the way Talbot does. One does not even have to look at the sun to 
suffer: it is enough to face the sun, and to give it a face (the meaning of prosopopeia) to 
be defaced by it, as Colley realises when he examines his "sun-scorched skin" (ROP 225) 
in the mirror. 

The sacrificial ritual, in the course of which Colley is degraded by being once 
again defaced 01is face is smeared with ordure and urine - 237) takes place under the 
aegis of the sun and the moon. 

Our huge ship was motionless and her sails still hung down. On her right 
hand the red sun was setting and on her left the full moon was rising, the one 
directly across from the other. The two vast luminaries seemed to stare at 
each other and each to modify the other's light. Here plainly to be seen 
were the very scales of GOD. 

(ROP 233) 

Colley's symbolic sacrificial death (the defacing ritual) is preceded by this 
apocalyptic moment of stillness and cosmic equilibrium, but the actual event takes 
place when the scales have already tilted, "the double light faded and we were wrought 
of ivory and ebony by the moon" (ROP 233). This striking and beautiful figure might 
suggest a change in the configuration of the narrated world, the moment when the sun 
begins to surrender its supremacy to the secondary luminary; there is indeed such a 
change, but in Rites of Passage, the sun reasserts its supremacy in the episode of Colley's 

Atlanta, Rodopi, 1995J, pp. 89-96. It should be noted that Nadal borrows most of her insights from Philip 
Redpath, iVi!!iam Golding: A Stmdttra! Reading o/1 li.r Fiction [London: Vision Press - Totowa, NJ: Barnes and 
Noble, 1986].) 
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total self-degradation (as we have seen, the closing sentenc e places the narrated world 
under the double authority of the sun and the moon). 

LUMINARIES 

The sun and the moon create th e conditions of visibility, which in turn establish the 
figurative setup of the ship' s world, the figurative, tropological (helio- or lunotropic ) 
proc esses whereby meanin g is sought, created and generally speaking illuminated. Truth 
(the kind of truth that can be revealed under this particul ar sun) is revealed und er, in 
the light of, the sun and the moon, and the trilogy seems to have a particular rhythm 
whereby one or the other of the se sources of light (that is, metaphorical authority ) 
presides over this or that stretch o f the voyage. I would call Rites qf Passage a decidedly 
solar text with just one episode, the crucial one of the sacrifice dominated by the moon; 
in th e rest of the trilogy, however, visibility as such becomes problematic. The sun is 
largely absent from Close Quarters, apart from two brief metap horica l appearances as the 
'sun ': th ere is the little "pri, rate sun " (CO 114) shinin g on Talbot and i\iiss Chumle y, 
and the 'sun' appearing in Lieutenant Bem'.:t's fanciful simile: the future , he says, 
belongs to poetry and poetry properly belongs to wo men, who, when the y finally 
understand this, "will rise in splend our like the sun!" (CQ 206) . In the absence of th e 
sun, the second volume is dominated by the difficulties of visibility, especially by mist 
(and by signal flares [49-50] and lant erns, artificial substitu tes for the 'natural' sour ces 
of light),22 Talbot feels strange "in our universe which the mist reduced to no more 
than a portion of our ship" (CQ 29); the two ships are "wrapped now in a humid mist 

22 Th e source of light that , in a sense, defin es or illuminate s the world of the two becalmed ships is the 
metaphori cal lightning that strikes Ta lbot and his worl d when Miss Chum ley appears on the scene. "T he 
lightn ing that st ruck the top of the mizzenmast ran down, and melted the conductor into white hot drop s. 
The mast split and funders shot every way into the mist. The deckh ead bur st open and the electri cal fluid 
destroyed me . It surrounded the girl wh o stood before me with a white line of light" (C:Q 87). The light 
here is like the sun, in that it reveals the wo rld (the "white line of light" prov ides a condition of absolut e 
visibility as regards Marion) and des troys whoever is exposed to it (by surro undin g the girl it make s her 
another sun, impossible to look at without the risk of being blinded and destro yed). The "white hot drop s" 
evoke the story o f Danae, further confusing the "direction" of th e lightning: it enters Talbot, fcmi111sing 
him, and is also dire cted at t\farion , who , howeve r, being a rival lumina ry, is not destro yed but made more 
powerful , more visible by this absorbed light . Tl1e light of the lightning is also like the moon in that it is a 
sub stance that tran smute s whatever is immer sed in it, in that it is a light that is fire and lit1uid at the same 
time. 
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that seemed to invade my intellect as much as it drifted across our decks" (CQ 74; see 
also 122). Like the sun, the moon makes two, equally metaphorical, appearances. It is 
first mentioned by Benet, this thoroughly lunar figure, in a fanciful simile, when he 
likens the hogging and sagging of the ship's wood to the waxing and waning of he 
moon ("I have sometimes had the fancy that the moon is a ship with all her timbers a-
creak, hogging, sagging, rolling, pitching" - CQ 181), and reappears in Talbot's poetic 
effort as he tries to emulate the inspired poetic madness of Romeo and Juliet ("Brighter 
than moonlight, wandering maid" - CQ 215). The moon is also present in a diffused, 
general way, as madness, the lunary that gradually overcomes all the inhabitants of the 
ship (Talbot is delirious for most of the novel, and when he recovers, Mr Smiles 
suggests that everybody else is mad [191]; the ship is pervaded by a communal hysteria, 
an "idiotic decline into phantasy" [220] and a "hysterical, mad hilarity" [271]): and a 
ship of fools or lunatics is naturally presided over by the moon. 

By the time of Fire Down Below, the moon seems to have established its (her) 
sway over the ship: apart from a brief glimpse of the setting sun (FDB 122-3), visibility 
is provided by its reflected light: Talbot's nightly vigils with Summers, for instance, take 
place on the "moon-drenched" desk (FDB 60, see also 52, 128, 157, 229). One would 
be tempted to say that the reign of the moon reflects (it cannot but reflect) a change in 
the verbal universe of the trilogy, and in a way this is probably a justifiable surmise. The 
masculine sun, no matter how deceptive, is still a gravitational centre that makes all 
other words and tropes heliotropes - and this is true even if the centre undermines 
the very world that it illuminates. The sun, when looked at, blinds and damages (as it 
defaces Colley); when, however, it is the invisible source of the light by which the world 
is examined, it reveals the objects of the world. The moon is not a central celestial 
body: if it figuratively dominates a world, that particular world is an unstable, 
wandering half-world that is always on the mon. 23 Moonlight does not physically 
damage: it is a light that does not imply the concept of fire (in the concluding volume, 
the fire is not up there, but "down below"). A world illuminated by the moon is not a 
world that is revealed; moonlight does not tear away the mist that hinders visibility, it is 
itself a light that is also a mist, a veil, an almost tangible substance. "Before me the pool 
of the waist was full of light to be waded through. I went out, and as I turned to go up 
the ladders the waxing moon blazed in my face" (FDB 83); "this moonlight - one could 
bathe in it - swim in it" (PDB 88; see also 94). Moonlight docs not reveal but 
transform: in the context of the linguistic universe of the trilogy, it does not administer 

23 It is also, like moonlit Patusan in Lordfim, a reflected, second-hand, e-·en ghost!, · world. its revelations 
born in and illuminated bv a borrowed light. 
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or assist the metaphorical work of language, bur performs it - as is obvious from Colley's 
sentence quoted above: "the double light faded and we were wrought of ivory and ebon y 
by the mo on" (ROP 233; my italics). If sunlight reveals a face, moonli ght does what we 
do: it gives another face (Deverel and Cum bershum are wearing anoth er face, that is, 
ma sks, durin g the ritual; durin g the night watch, Summer s "wore a mask qfmoon!i__~ht as I 
suppose I did" - FDB 90 [my italics]), transform s faces: ''You know, howev er long I 
live I shall remember the middle watch " - Talb ot says to Summ ers in a sentimental 
moo d -. "I shall think of it as a kind of - island - out o f thi s wo rld - made of 
moonlight - a time for confid ences wh en men can say to a - transmuted face what they 
would nev er bring out in th e daytime" (FDB 94). The m oo n is th e metaphor-maker, 
the translator, and her supremacy seem s to be so strong that, since the positi on of the 
ship cann ot be taken now with referenc e to the sun (the chronometers are not working 
properl y), Benet's metho d that is somehow conn ected to "lunar distance" (FDB 24) is 
bein g considered . The ascendanc y of the moon (one should, but could not say that the 
sun is totally eclipsed by it) is confirm ed when its power of transformation ha s affected 
even the originary source of light: "a faint haz e reduced the sun to a whit e roundel 
much like the full moo n" (FDB 106). 

In Fire Down Below, visibility as such seems to be affected and injured. It is not 
just that moonligh t transform s instead of revealin g, but also that the sourc e of light 
itself seems to disappear ; there is no point (stable or mo ving) that has the pri vilege of 
illuminatin g the oth ers, of provi ding the light by which every thin g else is then mad e 
visible. On e such, apparently sourccless light is the ind escribable , "unearthly storm 
light" (FDB 138, 175) which seems to rise from the darkn ess of th e storm, subvertin g 
the very opposition between light and its opp osite in terms of the possibilities of 
visibility: "I had a shadow. But this wa s not the absence or diminuti on of light, it was 
the absence of mist, of rain , of spray" (FDB 133), that is, the obstacles of visibility 
seem to usurp the role of light and cast a shadow by their absen ce. Anoth er typical 
pa ssage describes Talbo t's dream in which he finds hims elf in "a place lit by a savage 
light" (FDB 62) of which th e only thing that can be said with any certainty is that it is 
not still ("it leapt and sank, again and again" - l-'LJB 62). The luminary confusion is 
indicated by the fact that T albot mistakes the gleam (ominous in ternal light ) of th e 
iceb erg for daylight; the typical "lumina ry" of thi s part of the narrati ve (perhaps of the 
entire narrati ve) is the ice: "the ice glimmered little more than the sails in some stran ge 
light which , now the moon had set, seeme d to have no source which was iden tifiable " 
(FDB 231). 
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The sun, how ever, doe s not totally disappear from Fire Down Below; it, or 
something like it make s a spectacular metaphysical comeback when the Platonic 
conception of the world is propagated by Mr Prettiman, in a scene that is crucial in that 
it also repre sents or embodies a possible conclusion for Talbot's life narra tive. 

The introduction o f the Platonic theme is preceded by a con versation about 
the art of "ce lestial navigation " (f'l)B 88), a theme that is introduced by the ceremony 
of shootin g the sun and is much on Talbot's mind th ro ughout the trilo gy, especiall y in 
the closin g volume wh ere Summers's and Benet's clashing methods divide the ship's 
inhabitants into faction s. In the pres ent context, celestial navigati on is important as yet 
another kind of referential system involving the sun and the moon. In an earlier scene, 
Talbot remarks the strangeness of our turning the sky into a set of sign s: "Ho w 
awesom e to think that we actually us e all that up th ere - make use of the stars and refer 
to the sun as habituall y as to a signpost!" (FDB 90). What distur bs the oth erwise 
unreli gious and frivol ous Talbot is a sense of profani sation of the celestial bodie s by 
degradin g th em to the level o f empty signs that refer to nothing beyond themselves: the 
sun, when "used" in takin g observations, ceases to mean anything; in fact, by becoming 
a sign or a cipher it effaces itself: in a tru ly semiotic fashion, it become s a signifi er that 
does not signify anyt hing apart from its positi on in the chain or constellation of 
signifi ers. Its entry into the ceremony of observation is not a trace of the sacred, a 
seculari sed ritual of the ado ration of the sun, but an erasure of the sun . For Sum mers , 
the daily rituals have not effaced or abolished the transcendental repr esentativ eness of 
the sun ("No man can contemplate it \Vithout bein g put in mind of his Maker" - 90); 
for him, as for Colley, the sun is a symbo lic ( or indexical ) sign that refers to its creator. 
He even guote s the Psalms, and the conversation abo ut the celestial so urce s of light 
once again leads inevitably to issues of language and tru th: up on hearing the line from 
the psal ms, Ta lbot calls it a piece of poetry and goes on to ask: "Y et why should 
puttin g somet hing in to poetry mak e it truer than if it was in figures?" (90). He 
juxtap ose s poetry (poetic figure s) with mathematical figures, ambiguous language ,vith 
the paradigma tic realm of prop er names, absolute uneguivocalness, and, since by 
"talking about" the sublime poet ry partakes of its mysteriousness and sublimity, 
decides that truth (the power to rcn:al) prope rly belongs to "improper," that is, 
figurati ve language (he assur es Miss Chu mley alreadv in Close _Quarlci:r that he has 
changed side s and is now "an advocate of impropnet y" - CQ 101). 

The conversation with Mr Prettiman that eventuall y leads to the Platoruc 
theme 1s conce rned with the same juxtapos ition; from the discu ssion of the techniques 
of celestial navigation, Prettiman and Talbot shif t ro an exch ange o f Shake spearean 
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lines ("This majestical roof, fretted with go lden fire - " [Hamlet]; "the floor of heaven is 
thick inlaid with paten s of bright gold" [The Merchant of Venice]) "so as to" - as Mrs 
Prettim an remarks - "get the univ erse on a proper literary footing" (FDB 218). The 
words are interestingly chosen: th e two lines, traditional metaph ors of the nocturnal 
sky, avoid naming directly not only the sky itself but also the sources of light; tl1at is, 
they are improper namings of the sources of light that reveal the ob jects of the wor ld. 
Yet, this literary (figurative, improp er) footing is called "prop er" by Mrs Prettiman: 
metaph ors are more proper than proper names or mathematical figures in the sens e 
that the universe, as Talbot claims, "is more truly revealed by po etry than pro se!" (218). 
Once again, ilie discu ssion of the lumin aries and o f ilie langua ges we have of naming 
them ends up addressin g the issue of truth as revelation. The proper (true ) name s of 
the sources of light are metaphors: the world that is illuminated by their light is a world 
illuminat ed, revealed by figures; metaphors create and name the celestial bodi es in the 
light of which it is possible to distingui sh betw een proper and improper, literal and 
figurative . 

It is at this point (when the circle is once again short-circuited, when the nature 
of truth as revelation is defined by reference to the luminari es as metaph ors) that 
Prettim an brings up his Platonic conception of the world: 

Oh, look, boy, look! Can the whole be less than good? If it cannot - why, 
then good is what it must be! Can you not see the gesture, the evidence, the 
plain statement there , the mu sic - as they used to say, the cry, the absolut e! 
To live in conformity with that, each man to take it to him and open himself 
to it - I tell you, Ed mund , there is not a poor depraved criminal in the land 
toward which we are moving who could not , by lifting his head, gaze straight 
into the fire of that love, that x_a.pt<; of which we spo ke!" 

(FDB 218-8) 

l\t this point , the whole text (and the narrated world) arrives at its very limit, 
and it is not an accident that this pas sage, although without naming it, is "about" the 
central luminary of the world. In Pr ettiman's sentenc es, the text imagines the pos sibility 
of tran scen ding itself, of getting outside itself. Supposing that that the centr e of the 
world is the sun and that the centre of languag e is 'sun,' we have seen the kind of 
centre ilie sun is and the kind of world that is illuminated by it. The sun is a centre of 
the world as a metaph or, and thu s, instead of providing an example of stable, literal 
namin g in the light of which all the o ther names of the world could then be judged as 
to their truthfulness as revelative power, it casts fort!, trutl1 in this thoroughly linguistic 
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world as trope, figure. Proper naming is simply not possible in this world - partly 
because every word of this language is also potentially part of a metalanguage (the 
names of the luminaries are no exception: 'sun' names - figuratively - figure, and 
'moonlight' performs figuration). The possibility of looking at the sun would entail a 
radical reorganising of the whole universe: it would amount to the possibility of naming 
the sun, of establishing a proper name around which the whole world could be 
restructured and solidified; on the other hand, the sun that Prettiman clunks one can 
gaze into is not the sun as such but the Sun of Plato's parable, a metaphorical Sun that 
represents "the Form of the Good in whose light the truth is seen; it reveals the world, 
hitherto invisible, and is also a source of life." 24 If the text wants to transcend the limits 
of its textuality (the impossibility of proper naming, inevitable figurativity), it is bound 
to textualise the "world," to turn it into a place of figures. 

For Prettiman, the impossibility of looking at the sun is not due to its extreme 
brightness but to the presence of all those dungs (human figures, metaphors, names) 
that obstruct our vision: human constructions are like a mist that veils the sun, and the 
emptiness of the Antipodes will provide him with a place "with notlung between our 
eyes and the Absolute, our ears and that music" (FDB 218); this is indicated by the fact 
that when he actually tells the story of looking at the Absolute, he talks about "moving 
by cool night through the deserts of this new land" (218). The act of facing the 
Absolute, the inhuman that has not yet been touched by human naming, however, is 
possible only through becoming "inhuman." The fire of the sh.7 (the Absolute, the 
Form of the Good) can only be seen by itself, that is, fire. The participants of 
Prettiman's expedition must be transformed into fire, "a fire down below here -
sparks of the Absolute" (218) . The world of tlus narrative conclusion, the world where 
seeing and naming tl1e sun is possible, is a world where light is as diffused as in the 
nameless ship in the closing volume; this, however, as Talbot's dream attests, is a 
positive diffusion, a suffusion rather than a diffusion, where the people, as well as any 
other point of the world, are sources of light in their own right: the "faces" of the 
dream-characters arc "glowing," and the whole world is saturated by what Talbot 
remembers as "honey light" (FDB 312). This possibility, the narrative equivalent of 
which is the Prettimans's expedition out of the world of the novel, cannot be the 
conclusion of Talbot's journal, simply because it is a narrative that cannot be told in 
this world, in this language: it is the intimation of a world not "under" the sun but "in 
the sun." It is a narrative possibility that is always implied in each word, each metaphor 
as a possible outside, a beyond, but one that cannot be lived and then told. In tlus 

24 Iris Murdoch, The Fire and the Sun (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977) p 4 
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structural sense, it is like death - at least as death is figured in the trilogy. It insists in 
Talbot's text as an absence, recurring in the place frequ ently reserved in narratives for 
the non-narratable residue or detritus that the text produces (not unlike the 
"undergrowth of weed" that develops in the course of the journey): in Talbot's dreams . 
It has to remain on tha t level, for if it were to becom e an actu al narrative, the entire 
linguistic universe would disint egrate; "because if it was [more than a dream], then I 
have to start all over again in a univer se quite unlike the one which is my sanity and 
security" (FDB 312). 

This solar narrative outc ome, then, is outside th e world and the linguisti c 
universe of the trilogy. It is there as the intimation of a limit (or transgressing ) in every 
word of the text, but cannot be taken as a narrative route . In fact, the concluding note 
of the actual journal (the account of the dream reads like an appendix, a text that could 
no t find its proper place in the narrative) is that of the need to protect oneself from th e 
sun. The objective of the voyage turns out to hav e been Miss Chumley, who, as 
opp ose d to bronzed Edmund T albot, has successfully pre serve d her essential whitene ss 
(almos t an epic epithet; we have seen that her first appearan ce is an appearance "as" 
white light , as a figure defined by a "white line of light" - CO 87)) - as chastity and as 
(and perhaps the two are afte r all not very different ) evidence of not having been 
expose d to the rays of the sun. :\ s befit s a European lady, she, the polar opposite o f the 
Prettimans, lives in the tropics with "something" betw een herself and the sun - and 
by stating this, one has involved e,,en her seemin gly innocuous parasol into the 
metaphorical play of the text. \\/h en they are finally reunit ed in India under the tropical 
(heliotropi cal) sun, she forgets her self for a moment to such an extent that, leaving 
behind her protective para sol, "s he took no heed of the sun" (FOB 311), becomin g 
th ereby, as it were, something new under the sun. Th e phras e, how ever, is perhap s 
more reso nant: taking no heed o f the sun (in the sense o f "ignor ing the sun") is what 
she has been doing so far and there is no doubt she will continue to do so. Ju st like 
voyage-br onz ed Talbot whose face will probabl y soon re sume its customary col our 
under a more temperate climate. One could perhap s say that i\Iiss Chumley, inst ead of 
being a moon-goddess, is a rival sun , a surrogate sun, not unlike Belinda in The Rttpe of 
the Lock;25 if the story of the novel is, like the project of the hapless lexicograph er, a 

25 Belin J a is immediately announ ced as a rival sun ("Sol through whire currnins shot a tim'rous ray . / , \nd 
ope d those eyes that mu st eclipse the day" I. 13-14); the opening o f Canto II fonhcr elaborate s the 
similarit y between the sun and " th e rival of his beam s" (II . 3): " Bright as the sun , her eyes the gaze rs strik e, 
/ 1\nd, like the sun , the y shin e on all alike" (11. 1.,-14). The connecti on is confirme d bv what seem s to be 
(but is not nece ssarily) l'vl iss Ch uml ey's poeti c effor t, a text that becom es legib le on ly by accident . mark s on 
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chasing of the sun, the winning of Marion is the winning of a mock-sun that, unlike the 
"re al" sun , is available, that can be looked at. Talbot, instead of choosing the 
Prettimans' alternative and continuing to chase the sun (Sun), th e light that is by 
definition unreachabl e, settles for a substitute mock-sun, someone who "take s no heed 
of the sun. " 

The "story" of the trilogy in terms of its figuring of light, visibility and 
language would thus go as follows : the sun dominates Rites of Passage, even if its (his) 
light is not the light of truth but that which turns everything into a (helio)trope; in Close 
Q uarters, mist veils the world most of the time, but the presence of the moon is already 
felt in the lunacy that creeps over the ship; the moon come s into its own in rz"re Down 
Belozv, tran sforming the world of the novel into a metaphorical universe where even the 
(deceptive) centre is missing - this is indicated by the fact that by the end, the source 
of light becomes unid entifiabl e, thus a linguistic universe ensues where no point (name, 
world) is more privileged (proper) than any other. Perhaps the world of the novel has 
been like this throughout, only now it is revealed for what it inevitably must be. This is 
what is suggested by the fact that the ship remains nameless - the ship is the nameless 
name of the world where proper nam es are impo ssible .26 There is a growing sense 
(knowledge) of instability, a loss of the original source of light and a centre-less 
dissemination of light: the voya ge (passage) takes Talbot from a solar world through a 
suspended world of mist into a lunar world and beyond, into a world where the 
oppositions between light and darkness, literal and figurative, name and metaphor, are 

the back of Marion's lett er that Talb ot can only read with the help of a mirror. Th e lines, in a reversal of 
Pop e's simile, tell of a youn g woman: "\Vhen gentlemen app eared she straight begun / To turn her face as 
sunflowers to the sun" (CQ 212). Talbot effusiv ely, and exaggeratedly, claims that "Pope him self could 
have done no better than these gentl y satiric lines" (CQ 212), enn thou gh the relationship between the 
poe tic fragm ent and tvlarion is not at all clear: she is the sourc e of this piece of language in the boo k, it is, 
how ever, not clear wheth er she is its copier, auth or, or/ and heroine. If the latter is the case, th e Popean 
lines function like a warnin g concernin g l\1iss Chumle y's usurp ation of the posi tion of the sun, exp osing her 
as an absorber and not a source of light. 
26 Some critics (i\IcCarron p. 97, Mark Kinkead-W eekes and lan Greg or, 1.fVilliam Golding lLond on : Faber , 
1989], p. 271) claim to have identi fied the nam e of the ship which th ey believe is called Britannia. Th e 
Britannia theor y, however , to use an app ropriat e metaphor , does not hold water , for several reasons. Fir st, 
we know that the girl wh o is born in the ship is named after the ship and Britannia would be a very unlikely 
nam e. ;\lso , one does not really see how Brita1111it1 could have been tran sformed into an obscen ity by the 
sailors (see ROP 34). And finally, ragging a name onto the ship would go against the logic of the narrated 
wor ld . TI1e ship has a "m ons trous _fi,gurchearf ' (ROP 34) inst ead of a prop er name, th e emblem of the nam e 
instead of the name. 
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progressively eroded. The solar alternative returns in a Platonic version but only as a 
finally non-narrative and non-narratable alternative, something which cannot come to 
pass, but continues to insist, in a temporality that has to be figured as present: Talbot 
does not know where it comes from, but, as the very last sentence of the trilogy (with a 
curious little echo of the concluding sentence of Mrs Da!!owqy) claims, "there it is" 
(FDB 313). 

This is probably a fair narrative account of what happens in the trilogy, at least 
as regards the handling or trajectory of the luminaries; something, however, is wrong 
with it. It is somehow too neat in its attempt to arrange the narrated world into a story, 
a narrative pattern - and, as we shall see, the trilogy seems to resist such schemes. Also, 
even this story of growing dissemination, of the gradual loss of the proper, of the 
erosion of metaphysical oppositions, is (has to be) narrated by me as a narrative of 
accumulating knowledge (the narrative becomes that of the interpreter's growing 
wisdom concerning the narrated world); no matter how my narrative is obsessed with 
the problematisation in the trilogy of concepts like knowledge, light, truth, revelation, it 
purports to shed light on the story precisely in the way in which this is not possible 
within the world of the narrative . The conditions of visibility prevailing in the narrated 
world do not allow the creation of such stories. 

The trilogy is full of things (characters, events, figurative clusters) that seem to 
defy attempts to arrange its world as, for instance, a continuous, segmentable narrative 
of growing insight and illumination. Regarding the luminaries, a single detail will suffice 
to illustrate what I mean. One of the most ambiguous characters in the trilogy is 
Talbot's servant, Wbeeler, who disappears from the ship after Colley's death, only to 
return on board after the A!ryone appears. 1\fter his unlikely return, \):/heeler becomes a 
ghost, a figure of death, haunting Talbot and his cabin (the hutch where Colley died) 
until he blows his brains out (defacing Talbot) in it . Before his "first death," Wbeeler is 
an ordinary ship's servant, trusty supplier of paregoric, oilskin s, and gossip. There is, 
however, a reserve of ambiguit y about him - a reserve that urge s us to see something 
"more" in him without clari fying what this surplus meaning is. This residue or surplus 
is located in a metaphorical halo or aura that appears consistently whenever he is 
present - and, as it happens, this metaphorical residue has to do with light and 
luminaries. 

Wheeler, surprisingly, is introduced as "a sunny fellow" (ROP 4); in the 
metaphorical universe of the trilogy, this is a heavil y charged adjective, one that 
po sition s \'<,'heeler as po ssessing some special link with the central source of light . The 
sentence that follows this identification provides an explanation of the adjective in a 
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striking image: "He smiled at me then as if the deck, close over our heads, had opened 
and let in some light" ( 4). This image, quite unlike Talbot's usual rhetorical flourishes 
(partly because it reflects some genuine observation of somebody else, and because it is 
inspired by a crisis of naming), suggests that Wheeler is "sunny" not in the sense of 
'cheerful' but inasmuch as he is a 'sun-man,' a person "like" the sun, who is able to 
emanate light. Two sentences later, Wheeler "dowsed the light of his countenance" 
(ROP 5).27 Two things need to be noted here. First, that the light, the sun-ness of 
\v'heeler is consistently associated with his face, and second, that by being identified as a 
(rather unlikely) sun-character, a giver of light, Wheeler becomes entangled in the 
metaphorical chain of luminaries that dominates so much of the trilogy: this entails that 
he is by definition ( or by analogy, which is the same tl1ing under this particular sun) a 
metaphorical, figurative character, one that cannot be faced, looked at, properly named. 
It is this intriguing excess of meaning attached to him that makes of him a privileged 
participant of the narrated world - privileged in the sense that such excess of meaning 
always opens the door for symbolic interpretation or mythological reading 
(mythological is very often the name we give to tl1e semantic residue or excess gathered 
by a particular character or place). Wheeler has duly been identified with 
Mephistopheles (on the basis of his "willingness to obtain for a gentleman anything in 
the wide, wide world" - TWP 265),28 although identifications like this simply provide 
the excess of meaning with a proper name; the interpretative "advantage" of the 
mythological name is that, despite is properness or propriety, it manages to preserve 
something of the excess and "obscurity" or ambiguity of the character. \'<'heeler is also 
a "bringer of light" (even though, not allowed to bring a lamp , he offers candles to 
Talbot, thereby becoming a source or provenance of light - ROP 17), but, then , 
following this up would once again be no more than inventin g a prop er name for his 
ambiguity. 

\Xlhecler's 'sun-ne ss' or luminosity is an element that seems to disturb the 
vertical structure of the world: one ,vould be inclined to see the key to his 
mysteriousne ss in his continuing association with the ship's underworld, yet the 
figurative cluste r generated by \Xlhecler's semantic excess or residue con sistentl y links 
him to the sun and the 'sun.' His ambiguity is a 'darkness,' and what seems to be 
happening is that this herm eneutic darkne ss is embodied in his "light": his light is the 
name of the way he occludes rather than illuminates his ,1.:orld. The rep eated references 

27 Talb ot continues to be intrigued by thi s light, " that sam e peculiar light , wh ich is nor ,1uite a smile but 
r:1thcr an invo lun tary expan si,,ene ss" (RO/.' 9). 
ls Do n Crompt on, The Viewji-om the .Spire, p. 150 
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to his association with light increase rather than dispel the obscurity that surrounds 
him: Wheeler, who, as a character metaphorically related to the sun, is suppo sed to 
shed light on the world around him, himself remains invisible. Ta lbot finally finds a 
name for the excess embodied in "his lighted face" : "his lighted face - I can find no 
other description for his expression of understanding all the ways and woes of the 
world - gave him an air of positiv e saintliness" (ROP 176), "an expression of holy 
understanding" (177). His names ("saintly," "holy"), however, hav e no consequ ence , 
no sense of being properly naming proper names; what they do is endow Wheele r with 
a certain (sun-like) authori ty over the narrated world without identif ying or clarifying 
the nature of this authority or knowl edge (a knowledge that is surely more than the sum 
total of all the rumours and gossip going around the ship, althou gh the fact that he is 
someone who passes smoothly between different regions of the ship, like Hermes, and 
that his authority does seem to be related to this function of bein g a messeng er and 
interpreter, once again like Herme s, suggests that this authority is at least partly 
linguistic) . The lighted face and the unspecified authority over the world involve 
Wheeler in the metaph orical chain of luminaries discussed abo ve, and the excess of 
meaning that makes him so "mysterious" actually serves to transform him into 
something less than a proper character: when he disappears, he is "gone like a dream" 
(ROP 265). Wheeler is a blank, the appearances of his name in the narrative are what J. 
Hillis Miller would probably call "surds" 29: places where the vertical structure of the 
world is subverted or injured - and places that also disturb the horizontal, narra tive 
patterns of the trilogy. He is a narrative impossibility, a loop in the story line, a 
character who can sqy that he has died, and a charact er who, by his implication in the 
opposing metaphorical chains as well as in several key episodes, seems to contaminate 
whoever has contact with him. His "saintliness" and the fact that he disappears after 
Colley's death links him to the clergyman, and through his suicide in the hutch that 
used to belong to Colley but is now inhabited by Talbot, he becom es the embodiment 
of that unid entified and unidentifiable link that exists between Colley and Talbot -
more of this later. 

29 \v'heekr is also a subversive element in term s of the relat ionshi p between langu age and metal anguage -
in two ways: he is referred to by Talbot as a "walking l'alcon er" (ROP 14) or "living l 'alco ner " (ROP 62), 
that is, as someone with the authority to reveal the objects of the world by naming them, and he is the chief 
supplier of paregoric which, as Valentine Cunningham has noti ced , is also a metalinguistic term, meaning 
"smooth (ing) talk" (see Valentine Cunningham, In tbe Readit(g Gaol.· Postmodemily, Te.Yls, and l list01y [Oxford: 
Hlackwell, 1994j, pp.193 -4). 
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Wheeler's participation in the metaphorical world of luminaries does not 
"explain" him; nor does it shed any light on the trajectory of the celestial bodies 
(therefore on the nature of light, seeing and truth) in the trilogy. He is an irreducibl _e 
element that complicates the neat pattern of solar and lunar narrative (although , if he is 
the sun in some sense, the destruction of his "shining baldness" and "lighted face" at 
the end of the second volume is perhaps "appropriate"), a peripheral character who, by 
his implication in what seems to be the tutelary figurative system presiding over the 
world of the trilogy, becomes central to whatever interpretative scheme we choose to 
imp ose on the narrative. 

TH E ART OF SINKING 

On e of the most striking features of the (linguistic ) univer se of the sea trilog y is its 
handlin g of tropes. l\fost of the dominant tropes (that is, names o f tropes) of the text 
partake of the sylleptic quality of its language in that they are both literal and figurati ve : 
as literal names, they refer to figurativ e proces ses and passa ges (that is, they are 
metalinguistic), and as figurative term s (tropes), they refer to the non-verbal(?) realm o f 
the story and the characters. Th e most typical examples are, of course, "met aphor" and 
" tran slation" it self; caught up in the chain of analog y that connects them to each other 
and to other ( originally not metalinguistic or rhetorical ) terms such as "passa ge" and 
" transp ort ," they transform the diegetic world of the trilogy into a rh etori cal unive rse, 
without depri ving it of "human mteres t," that is, of the relevanc e and stake of moral 
and social issues - since what happ ens is not just the rhetoricisation of the narrat ed 
world but also the mobilisation of rhetorical technical terms in the opposite direction. 
Th e re sult is what we could call the pr evalence of mnra!ive trope.r. One example will 
suffice here. 

Bathos is the rhetorical term that name s an (unmt en tional ) anticlimax , a kind 
of Jalli.ng short o f the in tend ed effect at the mom ent o f what should be the point of the 
highest emotional tension. The term is used "appropriatel y" in Close "Quarters when 
Talb o t endeavours to describe the strange world of the two becalmed ship s, wrapped in 
mist in the middle of the ocean, fastened togeth er for a day, and he find s th at he simply 
cannot convey th e sen se of what tha t litt le umver se ,vas like: " \X/ha t bath os ! I have 
tried to say what I mean and cannot " (~Q 75). :\n other reference to bathos occurs in 
Talbot' s comment on the corporat e poetic effort of the seam en with which the y 
entertain the pass anger s on the night of carniv al. "He wound to a peroration which was 
concern ed neither with loyalty nor dut y but joocfl. \v'as there ever :tnytbmg at all like the 
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art of sinking?" (CO 115). This self-conscious reference to the text in which Pope 
introduced the concept of bathos is somewhat ambiguous, for it is not entirel y clear 
whether Talbot considers the bathos intentional or the result of the artists's ineptitude. 
Nevertheless, in these instances, the term retains its rhetorical (that is, literal) frame of 
reference. All this, however, occurs when the term has already been introduced in 
much more ambiguous circumstances. The word is first used when Talbot sums up 
Colley's fate: 

Now the poor man's drama is done and he stands there, how many miles 
down , on his cannonballs , alone, as Mr Coleridge says, all, all alone . It seem s a 
different sort of bathos (your lordship, as Colley might say, will note the 
amusing 'paranomasia') to return to the small change of day to day with no 
drama in it. 

(ROP 264) 

Even if we disregard the fact that the word "paranomasia" is a quotation from Colley's 
text, there is a complicated process of slippage going on here, of which Talbot is only 
partly in control, simply because a number of other paranomastic terms are being 
mobilised. The word that is paranomastic here, bathos, is a purely rhetorical 
(metalinguistic) term that refers to a downward movement, a sinking - but exclusively 
within language. The literal meaning of the word is the name of a figure. Talbot, 
however, uses it to denote three different processes: the physical sinking of Colley's 
corpse (to do this , the rhetorical term has to be used metaphorically, its meaning 
carried over into a different realm), the moral/ spiritual fall of Colley (this usage 
translates the narrative movement into a rhetorical category, and also implies the 
metaphorical use of tl1e rhetorical term, for the process described is definitely not 
rhetorical), and the bathetic resumption of ordinary existence after the spiritual drama 
and excitement of Colley's story; this use is still based upon the metaphorical use of 
bathos, since another, later, narrative development is named by a rhetorical trope . It is 
interesting that the second and third senses of the paranomastic term contradict each 
other: if the fall of Colley can be seen as bathetic, it was a comic and degrading kind o f 
fall ( earlier, when the clergyman is still alive, Talbot calls it a farce and not a traged y, 
because, as he says, "the man appears now a sort of Punchinello. His fall is in social 
terms . Death does not come into it .. . [h]e has committed no crime, broken no law" -
ROP 104). The third sense of the paranomastic expression, however, implies that the 
spiritual drama was something elevated and noble, compared to which everyday life is 
low. Since Talbot 's previou s sentence does not contain any stylistic or emotional 
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anticlimax, the rhetorical expression is used in three different senses, none of which is a 
literal (that is, metalinguistic) sense . The rhetorical term has remained a trope but one 
that refers to narrative instead of purely verbal movements. What is at stake here 
ultimately has to do with the troping of death. The paranomasia of bathos involves the 
event of death in the metaphorical chain that connects passage, translation, transport 
and a group of vertical (downward and upward) movements: sinking, fall, descent, 
transportation, translation. The contradictory senses of bathos imply a contradiction in 
what precedes the narrative bathos: if Colley's death itself is bathetic, it is defined as a 
downward translation, a sinking . If Colley's death is an event (trope) in relation to 
which everyday existence is seen as something low, then the death is an upward 
translation. 

Three things need to be noted here. The first is that the involvement of bathos 
in the slippages of translation, metaphor etc. entails that a number of other, originally non-
rhetorical terms (sinking,fa!!, descent) are also caught up in the chain, therefore they can 
all be read as paranomastic narrative tropes (the fall of Prettiman [FDB 59, 69); Talbot's 
"uncommon knack of falling about" [FDB 69); Talbot's "killing" of Prettiman that is 
experienced by him "like falling into the darkness of a measureless pit" [FDB 148]; and, 
of course, Colley's fall [ROP 104, 278]; Talbot's descents into the nether world of the 
ship - one in each volume - are all instances of katabasis, that is, a descent into the 
underworld [CQ 156, 164)). 

The second implication of this figurative-narrative logic is that the involvement 
of these terms implies a slippage between horizontal or neutral passages and vertical 
ones, introducing a narrative ambiguity by rhetorical means. This slippage comes to 
pass in two senses. In one case, rhetorical terms and rhetoricised words of movement 
might work as local narrative tropes, thereby performing a crucial function: by 
translating the horizontal contiguity of action and causality into a possibility of vertical 
movement, they create narrative levels and thus offer the possibility of a spatial reading 
- be it in terms of a hierarchy of narrative levels or of "symbolicity," which always 
implies the vertical organisation of ontological levels, the logic of surfaces and depths. 
The other sense in which this slippage is significant has to do with the fact that the 
entire journey is a passage, a translation, a carr ying over; therefore any term that is 
involved in the metaphorical slippages might be considered as a self-reflexive narrative 
trope that paranomastically "names" the passage from Britain to the antipodes as a 
rhetorical operation (tran slation, transportation, fall, descent, etc.): "a voyage from the 
top of the world to the bottom" ( CQ 4). 
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The third implication is that these narrative tropes (tropes of horizontal 
and/ or vertical movement s) seem to cluster around places where the event of death has to 
be named. In some cases, such paran omastic terms of (rhetorical and narrative) 
movement "name" a local narrativ e event, the voyage as a whole, and a rhetorical 
operation, as well as participating in the trilo gy's effort to somehow "deal with" the 
final pa ssage, the event of death. 

To talk o f sinking in a ship is never wholly innoc ent: even a straightforward 
rhetorical term is charged with a figurative connotation, beco mes dangerously 
paranomastic or sylleptic, wh ere the figurative sense is inevitabl y narrativ e. Close 
Q uartei:r is full of such ambiguous references to sinking (194, 196, 237, 259, 261, 278). 
Some of th ese uses are explicitly met aph or ical, some only by virtu e of bein g involved in 
th e play of slippa ges and passages, but th ey all prol eptic ally imply "the final sinking, the 
end of everything" (FDB 244). The central episode in thi s respect is a conversation that 
brin gs tog ether all the element s mention ed abov e. It is a conversation over shadowed 
by the constant threat of sinking, and initiated by the marine artist Brocklebank. 
Brockl ebank 's "g reat que stio n" concerns what we may call the art o/sinking. "H ow does 
a ship sink when it is not seen or record ed?" (CQ 240). Int erestingly , the paranomasia 
inv olved in the verb 1s transferred onto th e int erro gatory word "how." For wh at 
Brockl ebank mean s is not a problem of repre sentation : "No, sir. It is a qu estion no t o f 
paint but of conduct" (241). Th at is: how do es on e die? \Xlhat happen s wh en one takes 
the final pa ssage? Thi s is, I believe, the final stake of all the play o f slippa ges and 
pa ssages, of the confusion of literal and figur ative, tropological and narrati ve, linguistic 
and metalinguistic levels, of th e ambiguous, trop ological light of the nov el's luminari es. 
After Co lley's death, the text becomes tho ro ughly sylleptic: on the one hand, the 
narrati ve account o f the story (th e voyage ) that continues, relatin g th e thin gs that take 
place, but, on th e other hand, also a persi stent at tempt to come l o terms (rhetorical, 
figura tive or technical terms) with the residue of Co lley's pa ssage: the account of the 
pa ssage is also , secretl y, trying to become th e account o f the other passa ge, trying to 
make it narratabl e, to make it in to an event. "Th e dead - writes Lyotard - are not dead 
so long as the living have not recorded their death in narrati ves. Deith is a matte r for 
archives. On e is dead when one is narrated and no longer anything but narrated.":lil 

30 Quo ted in Geo ffrey Hennington, Lyotarrl: 117titiJ1,g the Evmt, p. 112 
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l-'ACES 

Colley's death is the major event of the trilogy, an event in th e sense that is given to the 
wo rd by Lyotard: something is an event "insofar as it refu ses to be absorbed into the 
order of a classical narrati ve, brou ght to book in a narrative account." 31 The event 
disrupts rather than so lidifies narrati ve coherence; it cannot be integrated, narr atively 
arrang ed, it is not a nod e or knot of the narrati ve surfac e but an absence, a gap, an 
endless int erruption tha t is also an irruption (Colley's death is in fact an interruption, an 
interrupti on of a conversation that is largely concerned with the pictorial representati on 
of death) . J. Hillis Miller writes : 

Death is never exp erienc ed as an event. \'vhat can be see n is the change of the 
ot her from live bod y to dead body, corpse, inanimate matter. \Y/e call that 
change death , but what we want to experience and be able to name is the 
tran sition from life to dea th . \Y/c want to follow so meo ne from one realm to 
th e other, but be able to come back and tell the story of thi s journe y.12 

Colley's death is the archetypal event as ongoing disruptio n and irruption, or, 
to quote Miller who says th e opposite but means the same, the "immemorial non-
even t" (Miller, Ariadne 249). T he conversation in the course of which Brocklebank 
raises the great question of th e art of sinking ends with the painter's absurd attempt to 
int erview the resurrected \Xi'heeler about the experience of the passage of dying (CQ 
242). \v'heeler, however , has no story, no words. Death , even the death that he ha s 
survived, is "radically resi stant to the order of representati on ."33 

O ne could probabl y argue that the aftermath of Colle y's de ath is the attempt to 
nam e, to represent this death as a narratable , inte grabl e event. Colley him self is aware 
of th e therapeutic value of narrativisation: he is able to make a narrative out of the 
sacrificia l ritual that invol ves his first humiliation (defacement): "I see without any 
disguise what happened. Ther e is much health in that phr ase 1vhat happened. To clear away 
the, as it were, undergrowth o f my own feelings, my terro r, my disgust, my indignati on, 
clears a path by which I hav e come to exercise a proper judgement" (ROP 239-40). The 
first humiliation can still be turned into a story, but after the second humiliation, Colley 

3 1 l ,yotar<l, <Jtd. in Benn ingto n, p. 109. 
32 ;\,Jiller, Ariadne's Thread (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992) p. 249-50 
J.l S. Critchley, Vc1y Li ttle . .. A lmost Nothing: Death, Philosophy, Lit cmltm: (I ,ondon: Routledge , 1997), p. 26 
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· has run out of words. From this point, the narrative carries with itself his death, trying 
to name it ("low fever" and "dying of shame" are two of the metaphors); his death 
becomes the gap, the residue, the excess that disturbs and confuses the narrative line, it 
is an undergrowth, a "marine growth" (CQ 14) like the weed that attaches itself to the 
ship during the voyage . It is this death that makes the trilog y refuse neat narrative 
patterns of interpretation: Colley's death is an event that does not come to pass, an event 
that does not become past, and all the disturbing narrative loops (\X'heeler's survival of 
his death by drowning) and gaps are in a way the residue of this death. Michel 
Tournier's Robinson suggests that to survive is to die; in the trilog y, Colley's death is 
his survival; every death and every irrational event is a repetiti on of his death , an 
irruption of his absence . The narrati ve of the journey is also a text of mottrnin~~' of the 
attempt to integrate, to represent this fissure. 

Representations of death are misrepresentations, or rather representations of 
an absence. The paradox at the heart of the representation of death is best 
conveyed by the figure of prosopopeia, ... a form which implies the failure of 
presence, a face which withdraws behind the form which presents it.1·1 

Prosopopeia, " the ascribin g of a name , a face, and a voice to the ab sent, the inanimate, 
or the dead," is called by Hillis Miller "the trope of mourning ."-15 In Goldin g's trilogy, 
prosopopeia is certainl y the trope of mourning Jam es Colley. The name of the trope 
etymologically means the giving of a face, and Talb o t has the double task of giving a 
face (a rep resentable face) to Colley' s death, and to p erform som ething like a work of 
repentance: the undoin g o f his own defacement o f Colley . In Rites o/ Passage, Talbot 
uses Colle y's appearance, and especiall y his face, as a kind of trainin g ground wh ere he 
can display his rhetoric al skills (his art o f sinking as defacing) to be st advantage. Co lley 
has no face, but a "casual assemblag e o f features" (ROP 42), a "curious assembla ge of 
features" (ROP 72); the "disorder of his face" (42) is the occasion for some of Talb ot's 
mo st spectacular rhetorical flouri shes: "N ature has pit ch ed - no, the verb is too activ e. 
\Vell then, on some corn er of Time' s beach, or on the mudd y rim o f one of her m ore 
insignificant rivulets, there have been washed together casually and indifferentl y a 

1-1 Critchl ey, p. 26. 
35 Miller, V mi ons of l) ;gmulio11 (Cambrid ge, :\Jass.: Har , ard Uni,·crsiry Press, 1990) p. 4. See also Miller, 
Ariadne 's Thn'tld, p. 251, Jam es Paxson, The Podic.1· o/ Persm11jlmtio11 (Cambridge: Cam bridge Unin:r sity Press, 
1994) p. 26-7, 52, and Paul de :\fan, The Rhetoric of Romt111licisJJ1 (New York: Co lumbia Univer siry Press, 
1984), p. 75-6. 
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number of features that Nature had tossed away as of no use to any of her creations" 
(ROP 66-7). When not verbally destroying Colley's face, Talbot allegorises him (ROP 
106) or simply "reject[s] him as a human being" (ROP 122). 

These are all rhetorical strategies of degradation, defacement, dehumanisation 
- the very opposite of what is involved in prosopopeia. The fundamental rhetorical 
energies of the trilogy are those of prosopopeia, involved in the impossible project of 
giving back James Colley's face. The survival of Colley, as I have suggested, is his death: 
by dying, he (or his absence) becomes the subversive, disruptive, unrepresentable 
element in the narrative, the unnameable origin of all the unnameable elements of the 
world, the thing to which a face must be given . Personification and prosopopeia, 
therefore, are in the trilogy always existentially charged; they are places where language 
as the language that addresses death is condensed. 

This is what accounts for the double nature of Colley's presence (insistence) in 
the two final volumes. On the one hand, he survives (or insists) in later parts of the 
narrative as language, more precisely, as a kind of verbal behaviour and style; even more 
precisely, as the name of a kind of language that would be able to describe what Talbot 
cannot describe (all these elements are metaphorical repetitions of his death, the origin 
of unnameability: Colley is the only one who could describe, tell his final passage). 
Whenever Talbot comes up against something that he feels is beyond his verbal 
resources, he evokes Colley: "Colley's pen" becomes a shorthand for the presence of 
that which cannot be described (see CQ 69, 133, 156). One could say that the 
unrepresentable automatically raises Colley's ghost, or that, in order to describe the 
unreprescntable, Talbot would have to become Colley, that is, dead : more precisely, 
someone who died Colley's death. Successful prosopopeia, that is the ability to give a 
face to the inhuman, the inanimate, would require Colley's pen, his figurative energies. 
In fact, it is Colley who realises that the sea voyage is a condition of essential 
homelessness in the sense of being cast into a region that is radically inhuman: "Here 
we are, suspended between the land below the waters and the sky like a nut on a branch 
or a leaf on a pond! I cannot convey to you, my dear sister, my sense of horror, or shall 
I say, my sense of our being living souls in this place where surely, I thought, no man 
ought to be!" (ROP 192-3; Talbot is troubled by the repetition of this idea in the later 
volumes, see for instance J<LJB 180, or FDB 134, where he calls the raging sea "a place 
which surely was not for men"). On the other hand, it is also Colley who first 
personifies, or at least animates the sea in a memorable image which, however, does 
not make the sea more human or less formidable: the surface of the sea was "as if the 
water were not only the home and haunt of all sea creatures but the skin of a living 
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thing, a creature even vaster than Leviathan" (ROP 219). It is interesting to compare 
Colley's prosopopeias, inspired by a sense of sublimity, with Talbot's clever 
personifications in Rites of Passage ( e. g. 19-20) which entirely lack the stake the figure 
has in Colley's language; Colley's prosopopeias are attempts to name the unnameable, 
~hereas for the Talbot of the first novel, the unnameable simply does not exist . 
Colley's death is the birth of the unnameable in Talbot's language, and it is no wonder 
that every occurrence of the unnameable becomes the potential repetition or metapho r 
of this death, which is itself invisible, unrepresentable. 

The radically inhuman force to which most of the prosopopeic energi es of the 
trilogy are devoted is of course the sea (see Summers's strangely scientific definition 
and account of the habit of "earlier peoples, savage peoples and poet s" to credit the sea 
with thoughts and feelings [CQ 170] or Talbot's attempts at the sublime throu gh the 
prosopopeia of the sea [e. g. FDB 136, 232]). The ultimate tes t case of the 
personification of the sea in the trilogy is Byron 's famous invocation at the end of 
Canto 4 of Chi/de Harold's Pilgrimage. I ,ady Somerset, an admirer of Byron, even quotes 
the famous line ("Roll on, thou deep and dark blue ocean-roll!" - CQ 98); the effect, 
however, is somewhat diminished by the fact that the same invocation is earlier 
referred to rather condescendingly by a sceptical Talbot who at this point is still Pope's 
champion: "The present weather is sharply defining our horizon for us in a dense blue 
which obeys Lord Byron's famous injunction and continues to roll on endlessly - such 
is the power of verse!" (CQ 5) \'v'hat seems to be a wry and cynical comment is actually 
a reference to a text that illustrates the paradox of prosopopeia, of ascribing a face to 
the absolutely alien. Byron's stanzas define the sea as the realm that is absolutely and 
irreducibly alien, defying human intrusion, a place where the human disappears without 
a trace: if it has any "meaning" for the human intruders, it is death: 

The wrecks are all thy deed, nor doth remain 
J\ shadow of man's ravage, save his own, 
When, for a moment, like a drop of rain, 
He sinks into thy depths with bubblin g groa n, 
\Vithout a grave, unknell'd, uncoffin'd, and unknown. 

(CLK,_XIX) 

On the other hand, this force or element that is absolutely alien and inhuman 
1s addressed throughout the text, even though the words say that the thin g they arc 
addressing cannot be addressed at all. Also, prosopopeic figures ("T ime writes no 
wrinkle on thy azur e brow" - CLXXXII) abound in the text that implicitl y calls any 
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personification of the sea a kind of narcissistic nonsense where the words will only fall 
back upon the speaker. This paradox is overcome and sublated by another paradoxical 
move: the invocatory stanzas are preceded by a rhetorical manoeuvre whereby the 
speaker leaves behind the human sphere and becomes part of that which he is about to 
address: in order to communicate with the inhuman (to have "interviews" with it -
CLXXVIII), he has to shed his humanity, "To mingle with the Universe, and feel / 
W'hat I can ne'er express, yet can not all conceal" (CLXXVIII). Childe Harold's 
invocation, then, is alluded to not only because it is part of the playful juxtaposition of 
the August an and the Romantic in the trilogy, but also because it is a clear example of 
the basic paradox of prosopopeia, identified by James Paxson as its chiasmic 
structure: 3r, the giving of a face to the dead or the inhuman entails that the speaker 
become deprived of his/her face, defaced, faceless, inhuman or dead (this is, 
incidentally , the logic behind the rhetoric of Prettiman's utopia of gazing at the sun). In 
the figurative economy of Golding's trilogy, pro sopopeia , the attempt to name the 
unnameable, is also always the raising o f Reveren d Colley, a gesture of mourning. 
i\ddressing the sea is also addre ssing (the death of) ColleyY 

.\C, Pax son, p. 52. 
37 ,\s I haYe tried to sugges t severa l times (in relation to the defacing of CoUey during the ritual and his 
rhetorical defacing in Talbot's journ al; \'\'heeler 's "lighted face"; Summer s's "transmut ed face" during the 
night watch, etc.),jctce is one of the most highly charg ed words thro ughout the trilogy. ,\lread y in Rile.1 of 
P,tssage, Rrockl ebank (a painter specializing in naval death and porrrainm :) is worried about the special 
difficulties that will be presented by a black face in the antipodes (60); Talbot rd ers to his go dfather's 
advice, accordin g to whi ch he has to learn "to read faces" (ROP 61). ( )ne o f the cru cial scenes of Fire DoJV/1 
Be/1m, can be read as another parab le about the paradox of prosopopeia : the spectacle of the icebe rg is 
obviously the encounter with the abso lutely alien, the unnam eable (its counter part is a narrative blank or 
lacuna, involvin g some sort o f unsp ecified intima cy with Celia Brocl<lebank - FDB 247): the icebe rg is the 
faceless force of nature, tota lly indifferent to human prese nce, yet, it has to be given a face if it is to be 
referred to (the account of the unn arrarable episode is full of pro sopopeia s: 241, 242, 243); what is more, 
the cen tral moment of the episode (a kind of limit mo ment ) is the ascripti on of figures and faces to the wali 
of ice (" l saw a melange of visions in the ice whi ch swept pa st me - figures trapped in the ice, my father 
among them " !.FD/3 244] ; the ultimat e po sition of thi s episode 1s suggested by the fact that this is the oniy 
reference to Talbot's father thro ughout the en tire trilogv: th t' father - snnbolic rather than ph ysical -
appears as the jiff e of the absolutely , ultimately alien, but the referenc,· 1s not a recove n· or resticut ion of 
some paternal , and the acco mpanyin g narrati ve /s ymbo lic auth orit1· cl\'er alienne ss and homele ssness. Tl1e 
imp lic,ition is the op posite: through this reference , the so far abse nt fath er become s is irn·olved in the logic 
of faces, and conne cted to ,vhateYtT the iceberg is seen to "tncan" in the narrati\'l': 
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Narratively (this is the other aspect of his survival), Colley survives as repetition, 
the force that creates loops in the straight story line of the voyage; in the trilogy, 
repetition is potentially the repetition of death. The narrative trope for repetition as the 
possibility of death, for return as absence, is of course a ghost (the French for ghost is 
'revenant,' 'the one who returns'); Colley seems to have gone "underground" and 
continually haunts the ship. Talbot feels him behind the madness that creeps over the 
ship ("I could not but feel that the ghost of Colley was roaming the ship" - CQ_ 274-5; 
"perhaps it was the unappeased 'larva' of Colley creeping about the ship like a filthy 
smell which was the 'motus' of our idiotic decline into phantasy!" - CQ 220). Colley (or 
the death of Colley, or Colley as death) as repetiton also haunts the ship by 
contaminating other characters who thus become Colley. Wheeler returns after his 
death to haunt Talbot and his (Colley's) hutch as a ghost (CQ 53, 68), both alive arid 
dead, a character who can say: "I drowned, sir" (CQ 53) and who can be mortally afraid 
of drowning again (CQ 233). Talbot also becomes Colley by repeating the clergyman's 
"fall" in Close Quarters (making a public display of himself in a delirious state, 
occupying Colley's hutch which is a mirror image of his own, even coming to resemble 
him). By the end of the voyage, or rather, after the end of the voyage, Talbot even 
refers to himself as a ghost "I wondered round, therefore, a revisiting ghost" (FDB 
274). The contaminating power of Colley's death is so great that at one point the ship 
itself becomes a ghost, in a sentence evocative of Colley's image that I have quoted 
twice: "The ship was a ghost, a spirit of silver and ivory" (FDB 83). 

These aspects of Colley's survival or insistence, as well as the figurative cluster 
related to it, come together in one of the central episodes of the trilogy, the vision of 
the monstrous face in Close Quarters. The ship's progress (the narrative movement) is 
disturbed in several ways after Colley's death: on the one hand, it is uneven, lopsided, 
arhythmical (as a result of the negligence of Lieutenant Deverel when the ship was 
taken aback), and, on the other, it is too slow, partly because the ship was partially 
dismasted, and partly because of the undergrowth of weed that began to accumulate at 
the time of Colley's sacrifice, when the ship was becalmed; in a sense, the weed is the 
narrative trope of all the undergrowth (repetitions, disturbing episodes, dreams, 
doldrums, etc.) that impedes fast narrative movement. Lieutenant Benet suggests a 
rather unorthodox method of getting rid of some of this undergrowth and making 
narrative progress faster: he suggests that the underside of the ship should be cleaned 
with the dragrope, a practice that is normally used only in the case of ships that are in 
berth. In metaphorical terms, this means an attempt to get rid of the story's 
undergrowth without stopping. The risk of the procedure is that the weed might be 
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attached to the hulk with such force that (partly because the wood of the ship is 
rotten), by removing it, parts of the ship might be broken off and the ship might take 
too much water (the figurative implications are obvious). Something like this happens 
here : there is a groaning noise from below, a confusion aboard, and something rises out 
of the sea beside the ship : 

I have seen all this and much else which was to come in nightmare, not once 
but several times , and shall do so again. In nightmare the shape is bigger and 
rises wholly awesome and dreadful. My dreaming spirit fears as my waking 
spirit fears that one night the thing will emerge, bringing with it a load of 
weed that only half conceals a face. I do not know what face and do not care 
to dally longer with the thought. But then, that morning in the wind, the salt 
air, the rocking, heaving ship, I saw with waking eyes down by the crazily 
unstable waterline something like the crown of a head pushing up through the 
weed. Someone screamed by my shoulder, a horrible, male scream. The thing 
rose, a waggonload of weed festooned round and over it. It was a head or a 
fist or the forearm of something vast as Leviathan. 

(CQ 257) 

The event is a t1s1ng: a "shape," a "thing" rises from below. 'The "thing" has, must 
have a "meaning," must be addressed, made part of the text , and therefore be given a 
face. The thing, however, is already a "face." It can be seen as the face of the sea as a 
destructive depth, a hungry mouth or a stomach, an underworld waiting for its victims 
(the reference to Leviathan would seem to support this view, since it is an echo of 
Colley's image of the sea). On the other hand, it can also be the face of the ship, 
because the bits of the vessel that have probably been broken off are also part of the 
face . It is a composite face, made of the flotsam of the sea, bits of the ship, and the 
weed that grows at the line where the two meet .38 It is an uncanny face, rising as the 
repetition of something that is familiar: it has been suggested that the face is Colley's 
ghost. 39 Saying that the face is not Colley's ghost is not, strictly speaking, true . 
However, Colley's ghost is much more than the face just as the face is not exhausted by 
being identified as Colley's ghost. It ts a repetition of Colley's death inasmuch as it is an 
event that cannot be integrated , inasmuch as every giving of a face is a raising of Colley. 

38 Even the invocatory stanzas of Chi/de llarold are evoked: "Dark-heaving: - boundless , endle ss, and 
sublime- / The image of Eterni ty- the throne / Of the Invisibl e; even from out thy slime / The 
mon sters o f the deep are mad e" (CLXXXIII) . 
39 McCarron, p. 116. 
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This justifiable identification, however, betrays the basic narrative and figurative 
paradox of the episode: the thing is a repetition of Colley, of Colley's death, that is, the 
repetition of the very thing that awaits naming, narrativising, the allocation of meaning, 
A repetition of the central defacement of the text, a repetition of the "event" that 
erupts into the narrative as something totally disruptive, non-narratable, unintegratable. 
The repetition of the defacem ent, however, is a face. In an impossible reversal, the 
faceless appears as a face. An enormous amount of verbal energy is spent throughout 
the text in the effort to give a face to the faceless, and when finally a face is generated 
out of the story, it is monstrous, it cannot be looked at - because it is a face as 
facelessness . The face of the thing is itself a figure (a secondary figure, that is, an 
allegory) of prosopopeia, of the giving of a face to something that is radically faceless 
(one possible name for it is "a world of blind force and material " - CQ 259). It tells in 
an allegorical story the infinite regre ss, and therefore the hidden narrativ e, implied in 
and generated by the logic of pros opo peia: if somethin g faceless, namele ss is given a 
face/ name, the essential face- / nameles sness is not eliminated but simpl y displaced 
onto a face that therefore becomes the face as defacement. The process is potentiall y 
endles s, and gen erates a narrati ve that unsucc essfully endeav ours to name that which is 
deferred by the figure of giving a face. The re sult of the giving of a face is that the face 
(name) that is given will partake of the facelessness or defac ement that it vainly 
attempts to accommodate: language, instead of being an accommoda tion (hom e), will, 
in the trope of prosopopei a, be its elf nameless and faceless, a condition of 
homele ssness. 

The event of the face is almost immediatel y followed by another event, that of 
the destructi on of the face. The two event s, which are repetitions of each other, and of 
Collcy's death , are connected by two ref erenc es to Colley (the connections are created 
by the narrating Talbot and not Talbot the charact er) . . \s he is returning to hi s hu tch, 
Talbot remembers that it used to belong to Colley (261); the experience of the face also 
pu ts him in mind of Colley's bathos: "Tha t grim baulk of waterlo gged timber [the face, 
that is] was still, I suppose, sinking towards th e oo ze where Co lley stood on his cann on 
balls when I approached my hutch" (261-2). He sees that \X/hecler (Colley\; substirutc, 
repetiti on, death) is standing in the hutch . 
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flash of light. Then everything disappeared as a wave of acrid smoke burst out 
of the louvre . My left eye was, or had been , struck and filled with a wet 
substance. 

(CQ 262; italics mine ) 

Colley's death was an indescribable, lonely passage, a narrative blank that 
produced an undergrowth of narrative loops and repetition as haunting, dreams, or 
encounters with the unnameable. This repetition of his death is not a narrative blank, 
but a non-event, a confusion of tens e and successi on ("his head exploded after or with 
or before" ). It is the end of prosop opeia, the explosion of a face, a defacement that is 
total and irreparable . It is also an event that implicates, infects Talbot ("befouling" him, 
as Colley did on the occasion of their first encounter) once and for all with death , 
makin g of him a repetition of Wheeler and of Colley. It is an event that connects 
prosop opeia with light and seeing: Talbot's face is smeared with Wh eeler's face and 
brain (as Colley's face was smeared by the seamen); he is blinded by that which cannot 
be looked at directly, the central absence of light (anti-sun, black hol e) of this world, 
towards which, after all, pro sopop eic figures seem to be striving and turnin g (bein g 
necro- rather than heliotropes); his eyes are full of Wh eeler's death in a m oment of 
ultimate meton ymy, and he, instead of giving a face to the faceless, become s a figure 
contaminated, smeared, covered, defaced by death : "There is death in my hands. I kill 
people without knowing it" (FDB 154). He is redeemed only in Fire Down Below wh en 
his third "murder" turns out to be the "resurrection" of Mr Prettiman . This repetition 
as prosopopei a, as both the giving of a face and the destruction of a face, as a haunting 
and an endles sly repeated attempt to name death , is the undergrowth that develops 
upon (below) the story, an underg row th that slows down the narrative movement and 
makes it lopsided, uneven, jerking, that creates narrative loops and lacunae and render s 
the narrativ e unint erpretable as a neat Bildung, that produces the excess or residue 
connected to certain places, characters and events, that produces the paradox es of the 
figurative logic of the trilogy, that creates a confu sion of the figurative and tl1e literal, 
the re ferential and the met alinguistic. The removal of this und ergrowth, however, is 
impo ssible , simply because the under growt h, whi ch seem s to be an unn ecessary burd en 
on an otherwi se straightforward and fast-movin g narrative, turns out to be the very 
condition of the possibility of narrative ; that which seems to be gene rat ed by th e 
(standin g still o f th e) story is in fact the source and condition of the story. The origin of 
Talbot's narr ative is the unt ellable event o f Colley's death, an event that can never be 
told, only rep eated, that is, " figured " in the endle ss proc ess of pros opopcia : it can onl y 
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affect the text, insist in it as an undergrowth, an excess, a residue ( called by 
interpretation a "depth"), the removal would bring about the premature end ("sinking") 
of the story. · 

The trilogy is a sea story: the god of this world is Neptune. He presides over 
the sacrificial ritual that involves the defacement of Colley; this is Neptune as a masked 
man, as an allegory of the process of prosopopeia: in order to address, to be able to 
relate to, the inhuman, unpredictable power of the sea, man gives it a face, a name 
(Neptune); the giving of the face, however, only displaces the facelessness, alienness 
onto the face/name, involving it in the alienness. Man, in addressing the alien, the 
faceless, deprives himself of his own face, defacing himself (donning, for instance, the 
mask of Neptune that is a face as defacement), and, as another faceless entity, partakes 
of its absolute facelessness. Colley is sacrificed for Neptune's sake, by people wearing a 
facelessness as their mask; his death is to a great extent the result of the ceremony 
performed to gain the benevolence of the sea-god. Colley therefore and thereafter 
belongs to him and to the sea. J\nd the sea returns, takes revenge for Talbot's 
dehumanisation of the parson (with a very bad pun, one could say that the dominant 
figure of the trilogy is "deparsonification" ), that other defacement (blinding) of his son: 
the relationship is confirmed when, in the moment of his final humiliation, Colley is 
referred to as "a pigmy Polyphemus" (ROP 116). Talbot is also blinded by a sea-death, 
and he is allowed to am·ve only after he has faced Neptune as the sea, as death, and as 
Colley. Talbot is thus Ulysses in the sense that his voyage is a constant fight against 
Poseidon, and also in the sense that his voyage is not something that could ever be 
over; the end of his sea-voyage is not an arrival. 
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